


Estamos ahí
Instituir cambios en una organización es un proceso 
complejo y continuo.

SDI entiende que cada iniciativa en tecnología ofrece una 
gran oportunidad para mejorar significativamente una 
organización.  Y para hacer ese cambio exitosamente, se 
debe estar comprometido a invertir tiempo, dinero y sudar 
un poco si es necesario.

SDI se compromete con su organización a embarcarla 
en este proyecto.  Comprometemos nuestra presencia 
– desde las reuniones programadas regularmente, a las 
emergencias fuera de horario.  Comprometemos nuestra 
respuesta rápida – en la capacidad de apoyo técnico, 
proporcionar propuestas o en responder a una llamada 
telefónica.  Comprometemos nuestro entusiasmo – 
para nuestro trabajo y para el éxito de su organización.  
Nos comprometemos a estar dispuestos a trabajar con 
usted, nuestro cliente, a través de las negociaciones de 
contratos y cualquier obstáculo de sus proyectos.  Y nos 
comprometemos a vigilar constantemente las tendencias 
de la industria para así dirigir mejor a su organización en 
el futuro.

Desde el principio hasta el final, estamos ahí.

Esa es nuestra promesa para usted.

© 2012 SDI (System Development.Integration, LLC) All rights reserved. 

kjaswal
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THE SDI TEAM OFFERS AN UNMATCHED COMBINATION OF 
CORPORATE COMMITMENT, E-RATE EXPERTISE AND 
TECHNICAL CAPACITY: 
• An impeccable track record of E-Rate delivery, 

aggressively priced to deliver value without 
change order requests 

• Deep understanding of E-Rate, how to navigate 
throughout the program and optimize SLD 
funding 

• A core expertise in installing mission-critical 
infrastructure in large-scale operations such as 
PRDE 

• Proven delivery methodology including project 
management, reporting, inventory 
management, closeout activities, and quality 
assurance/controls all while working in a 
environement directed by E-Rate requirements  

• A strong history with K-12 organizations, their 
environment, scale issues, and administration  

• Sensitivity to the school environment - “so kids 
can learn without installation-related 
distractions” 

• A willingness to work with PRDE – not a ‘take it 
or leave it” approach 

• Established track record of delivering for 
Puerto Rico/Caribbean government agencies 

• Unparalleled executive attention/Governance 

• Commitment to local job creation and student 
internship programs 

• Proven financial stability/capacity to carry 
multi-year E-Rate programs
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STATEMENT OF UNDERSTANDING. 
 
The Puerto Rico Department of Education is at a crossroads: it is presented with a time-sensitive, 
precious opportunity to build the technology infrastructure necessary to empower the children of 
Puerto Rico with same critical educational technologies as students throughout the United States. 
 
This game-changing access to technology is not possible without the installation of reliable Inter-
networking components throughout the Department’s nearly 1,500 schools. To ensure the delivery of 
this critical infrastructure, the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico Department of Education seeks to hire a 
technology vendor that can deliver quality services within the complex, Federal E-Rate program. The 
Department has worked carefully to create a truly transparent procurement process, issuing a 
thoughtful RFP and conducting a well-attended pre-proposal conference.  The Department’s evaluation 
criteria rightly specifies the winning vendor’s ability to handle a large number of staff, logistics, and 
equipment inventory - all inherent to the E-Rate program. The Department presents strong executive 
sponsorship, and is well-positioned to achieve its E-Rate objectives – from SLD funding through district-
wide, reliable network connectivity. 
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SDI WILL ACHIEVE E-RATE PROGRAM COMPLIANCE WHILE 
OPTIMIZING SLD FUNDING AND MEETING SERVICE LEVEL 
AGREEMENT EXPECTATIONS. 
SDI understands the critical nature of this internal connections program for PRDE, and how its delivery 
impacts school operations.  This highly critical technology delivery project must be put into the hands of 
a trusted partner that will provide PRDE with dedicated, highly-certified technology and management 
professionals working within E-rate defined processes and procedures. SDI has successfully navigated 
through evolving E-Rate rules and regulations with our education clients, and is similarly committed to 
working with PRDE to satisfy E-Rate requirements while driving performance of the District’s technology 
environment in the most cost-effective manner possible.  
 
Armed with a decade of E-Rate program 
and technology expertise, SDI will play an 
active role in maintaining PRDE 
compliance with E-Rate requirements. SDI 
has a strong history of E-Rate compliance, 
historically achieving high funding for 
every invoice submitted at our E-Rate 
clients. SDI will assist PRDE by being 
another validation point when identifying 
eligible services, ensuring that this process 
is accurate and appropriate. After funding 
is approved, SDI will maintain the 
discipline to utilize all of the funds that 
have been approved by the SLD, for 100% 
utilization of approved funds.  
 
With our 20 years of installing large, complex, mission-critical technical environments, SDI is proficient at 
delivering the technical skills and management processes for a project of PRDE’s magnitude. From a 
service delivery perspective, SDI understands the complexity of large enterprise level networks and the 
multitude of different systems, processes, and stakeholders that interact in tandem within the 
enterprise environment. SDI’s primary business goal is ensuring that our clients’ mission-critical systems 
are reliable, robust, and fully-functional.  From a cost perspective, SDI understands how to accurately 
price such large-scale projects to offer the highest possible value to the PRDE. SDI does not win business 
by proposing a low price and then engage in deliberate scope creep practices to increase profits. SDI has 
built a thorough, fair pricing model that is aggressive, accurate and E-Rate compliant to enable the 
Department to receive enough funding to deliver the work requested. 
 
SDI’s business model is to hire skilled and certified staff, and focus them on one client to allow them to 
gain a deeper understanding of the customer - and, likewise, the customer to better know and 
collaborate with our technology staff. This SDI Proposal builds on this dedicated staffing model. Many 
SDI Team engineers have multiple certifications and average over seven years of experience. This 
Proposal will illustrate SDI’s experience and ‘can do’ approach, which will allow PRDE to focus on 
students and teachers, versus technology infrastructure. 
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SDI By the Numbers 
• 20+ Years of public sector 

experience  
• $39M in revenues in 2011 
• State-of-the-art technology 

solutions delivered to an installed 
base of over 150 clients across U.S. 

• Customer base reports outstanding 
98% customer satisfaction 

• 160 business and technology 
professionals, averaging 15 years 
of industry experience per 
employee 

• Highly certified technicians versed 
in industry methodologies 

• Backed by strong team of private 
equity investors 

• Diversity starts at home: The SDI 
Team is 34% minority / 26% 
women 

SDI OFFERS CRITICAL INFRASTRUCTURE 
SUPPORT/E-RATE EXPERTISE WITH 
LOCAL COMMITMENT. 
With our experience in deploying mission critical infrastructure for 
government and education as well as our expertise with E-Rate 
projects, SDI is uniquely positioned to deliver the requested critical 
Internal Connections services to the Department.  
 
Complex, Mission-Critical Service Delivery 
SDI specializes in building, maintaining and supporting complex technical environments that are mission-
critical to government operations, education, transportation, public safety and executive management - 
delivering higher levels of responsiveness, increased productivity, and reducing operating costs.   From 
911 centers to airports to school districts, SDI’s professionals are trusted to keep their mission-critical 
systems and infrastructure operating efficiently. SDI embodies the technical breadth, depth of talent, 
and complex systems experience of a national, top-tier 
systems integrator - with a reputation of sticking with our 
projects until our obligations are met and our clients are 
successful.  
 
SDI has a long history of providing technology services for 
some of the nation’s largest and most mission-critical 
environments: 

• Nation’s largest convention center 
• Largest commercial property owner in the U.S. 
• Largest city aviation authority in the nation 
• Largest water purification plant in the world 
• Largest wastewater treatment plant in the world 
• One of the largest bus services in North America 
• 2nd busiest airport in the world 
• 2nd busiest airline in the world 
• 2nd busiest 911 call center in the nation 
• 2nd largest public transit in U.S. 
• 2nd ranked commuter rail system in U.S. 
• 5th busiest sea port in North America 
•  DHS-funded state emergency operations center 

 
An Established Caribbean Technology Provider 
Since 2007, SDI has been providing outstanding technical services in the Caribbean. With multiple 
Caribbean government agencies – including in Puerto Rico - as clients, SDI is particularly driven to 
continuing our success with Caribbean schools via this proposed project. Since officially opening our San 
Juan office last year, SDI has invested in developing local business partnerships and recruiting talented 
technical professionals to best serve the PRDE’s work scope and culture. 

Attentive to the Unique Needs in the Education Space 
SDI is passionate about providing mission-critical technology tools that positively impact the education 
of youth. SDI approaches our education clients with an in-depth understanding of the practices of the 
industry, specific methods for implementations and services, broad understanding of industry software 
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SDI’s team of E-Rate 
experts have 
optimized SDL funding 
for our clients, helping 
school districts spend 
99% of their funds, 
while receiving quality, 
responsive services. 

products, and quality delivery. Within the education industry, we constantly consider the very special 
end users - students, instructors, and parents involved in the use of technology services and products.  
SDI understands the need to be respectful to the presence of students, teachers and other Department 
staff in the space where this installation work is to be completed.  The SDI Team has this experience, 
tools and knowledge and a proven history of working in this type of environment. 
 

Deep Knowledge of E-rate Policies and Procedures 
Particularly relevant to this contract, SDI has amassed a decade of thorough knowledge of the E-rate 
program and brings a mastery of Federal E-rate rules, regulations, billing, and funding.  SDI understands 
the SLD’s desire to economize Priority 2 funding. This increased scrutiny requires an additional discipline 
from the service provider. SDI is already successfully delivering Priority 2 services under the current rules 
and will work with the PRDE to fully utilize the funding approved.  As an E-rate Prime Contractor, the SDI 
team and our business partners have well-established relationships with SLD resources in Washington 
DC and Whippany, NJ.  
 
Through internal staff and external contacts, SDI is experienced with key 
SLD E-rate processes and timeframes. The SDI Team includes Don Benton 
who has been involved with the Federal E-rate Program since inception 
and has an in-depth knowledge of the regulatory requirements of the 
technology funding program for schools and libraries. During Mr. Benton’s 
E-rate years, he has been on both the Applicant and Provider sides (though 
not at the same time). Mr. Benton has filed applications, responded to PIA 
and Selective Reviews, Audits and Appeals. He has assisted consortiums as 
well as large school districts in their E-rate funding requests. The SDI Team 
understands the reporting needs required by the SLD and will ensure they are met as well as the 
reporting needs of the PRDE.  
 
SDI Partners and the Extended Team  
The SDI Team model is designed to provide the Department with the right combination of professional 
capabilities, knowledge and resources to successfully deliver E-Rate services. In addition to the 
aforementioned Don Benton, SDI team partner Alliance Data brings an outstanding track record of 
service delivery in the Caribbean, with an established local presence in Puerto Rico. With over seven 
years of E-Rate experience, Alliance Data is currently supporting the Virgin Island’s Department of 
Education E-Rate projects, and brings additional, relevant technical expertise to the SDI Team. 
Additionally, based on the importance of this project to PRDE, SDI has worked closely with HP to get 
best pricing and best delivery to meet PRDE’s current and future technical needs.  
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THE SDI TEAM’S PROFESSIONAL QUALIFICATIONS AND  
PAST PERFORMANCE. 
With over a decade of experience working in E-Rate projects, SDI offers relevant references of similar 
degree of criticality and scope as the PRDE, including: 
 
Virgin Islands Department of Education (E-Rate Years 11 – 14) 
Telecommunications Internet Access & Internal Connection Services and Department and School 
Technology Equipment & Service. 2007 – Present. 
SDI is providing the VIDE with next generation wireless broadband 
technology that spans over 43 miles of ocean to link each of the 
Islands’ schools together, and is able to withstand the adverse 
environment of the Islands, including rain fade conditions and 
mountainous terrain. The solution was engineered to meet the VIDE’s 
requirement of 99.9 percent uptime, using radio components that are 
capable of 300MB/sec. In addition, this broadband technology has 
built-in layers of redundancy designed to mitigate interference, which 
allows for maximum throughput when sending data and is further 
enhanced with digital error correction. SDI also provides Basic  
Maintenance for LAN, WAN, Wireless, Servers and Instructional Video 
Conferencing. 
  
Chicago Public Schools 
LAN System Improvement Projects, LAN Maintenance,  
including E-Rate Services. 1999 –2009. 
As a subcontractor to SBC and Sun Microsystems, SDI provided over 
600 schools within the Chicago Public School (CPS) system with 
networking services to provide Internet access under the Federal E-
Rate Program. Over 18,000 pieces of equipment were installed, 
tested, and certified over a four year period. SDI's team of LAN and 
WLAN experts were required to comprehensively design, install and 
test each school as requested by CPS. SDI was called upon to create 
the wireless security standards to govern the wireless communication 
within the schools. All told, we have installed over 18,000 pieces of 
equipment in the CPS environment.  
 
In addition to this E-Rate specific work, SDI’s core business centers 
upon delivering critical infrastructure installation services for large-
scale, complex, and long-term projects. Our client portfolio includes 
some of the nation’s largest transportation, aviation, utilities and education public sector entities. SDI 
will bring our expertise in logistically delivering to these geographically dispersed, multi-departmental 
organizations to PRDE: 
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Chicago Transit Authority (CTA) 
Integrated Support Services. 2005 – Present. 
SDI supports all networks and desktop computers for an organization of 
12,000 staff in a 24/7/365 support model, managing 800 - 1000 
monthly calls at a 99.99% SLA compliance rate for 114 CTA facilities  
across a 200+ square mile service area.  In addition SDI deployed over 
300 specialized computers across the enterprise and installed the 
cabling, networks and wireless infrastructure to provide connectivity in 
areas that never had connectivity before. SDI also managed a team of 
over 100 technicians in the installation of new cabling, network 
switches and servers to support over 1,500 IP based surveillance 
cameras across the enterprise.  
 
O’Hare and Midway Airports  
Technical Support for Integrated Safety, Security and Operations 
Command and Control Systems (ISSOCCS). 1991 – Present, over which 
SDI won three consecutive open competitive bids. 
SDI was contracted to migrate an antiquated analog video surveillance 
system to a modern IP based networked system. SDI installed and 
maintains the cabling, fiber optics, network switches, wireless and 
servers to support a network of over 3000 video surveillance cameras. 
SDI continues to provide 24x7x365 on-call support, expansion, 
maintenance and vendor service contract management for this network 
as well as Computer Aided Dispatch systems, Access Control Systems, 
ID Badging systems, Security Networks, Video Storage of 180 terabytes 
and Intelligent Video systems since our original implementation in 
1991.  
 
A key component of the SDI Team is Blackbox.  Black Box Network Services is a world leader in 
communications and infrastructure products and a solution for today’s leading enterprises.  With 15 
years’ experience combined with solid financial standing, and deep commitment to providing the best 
technical solutions and support in the industry, Black Box is a superior resource for its customers. They 
have many projects of similar size and scope to this project that includes working with Microsoft, 
Walmart, Home Depot,  Papa John’s Pizza, BMW and other companies with many international locations 
in need of installation service work on a large-scale. 
 
Based on our years of experience with such large-scale clients, the Department can rely on SDI’s ability 
to handle the complexity and sheer volume of its installation program.  
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PROFESSIONAL QUALIFICATIONS/EXPERIENCE AND 
AVAILABILITY OF ASSIGNED PERSONNEL. 
SDI possesses unique experience in delivering full-service, end-to-end network solutions. Our engineers 
have extensive experience in providing these services such as: LAN/WLAN Design and Implementation; 
Network Security; Network Assessment; Network Administration, Wireless Security and more to 
government organizations. The SDI Team has many professionals with the talents required to address 
the full spectrum of the E-rate program as set forth by the RFP.  
 
The proposed Organization Chart is divided into three tactically linked teams: Staff performing approved 
work and projects; Project Leadership and Management; and Governance. The SDI Team will operate 
four (4) regional service centers across Puerto Rico. The following diagram identifies the key roles and 
organization approach for the project team: 
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Account Manager (Point of Contact) - The project will be led by Tim Portokalis, a Principal in SDI’s 
Infrastructure Practice and our Infrastructure Solutions Lead. Mr. Portokalis has over 23 years of 
experience managing and supporting large-scale infrastructure projects.  Over the last six years, he has 
supported SDI’s E-Rate Internal Connections and Basic Maintenance for the Virgin Islands Department of 
Education and the Chicago Public Schools.  In addition, Tim has lead infrastructure projects for SDI at the 
Chicago Transit Authority, City Colleges of Chicago, and United Airlines. Mr. Portokalis will be the “One 
Stop – Buck Stops Here” person to support the Department on all facets of this project. 
 
Assisting Tim will be Nino Spuria, responsible for all Field Operations. Nino is a seasoned Infrastructure 
Manager and has delivered managed network services for large corporations that include Wide Area 
and Local Area Networks, Internet Services and Network Application Management. 
 
Assisting Tim and Nino will be several individuals including: 

• Don Benton, E-Rate Consultant. Don has been involved with E-Rate programs since its 
inception. He will be used to provide advice and support and E-Rate related questions and 
activities for this project as it relates to SDI’s responsibilities in this area. 

• Lori Mueller, E-Rate Compliance and Billing Coordinator, has been involved in supporting E-
Rate project work over the past 4 years and has 25+ years of experience in managing large staff 
teams and large projects.  She will support billing, invoicing, operational and E-Rate reporting for 
all aspects of the Internal Connections project. 

• Team Leads will be identified for the major technical areas to support teams in the field. 

 
Project Staffing 
SDI will use a variety of staff from SDI, Alliance Data Services, and local staff from Puerto Rico. Cabling 
technicians and engineers will take direction from the SDI Field Services Manager. Our staff will primarily 
be based in Puerto Rico. 
 
Project Governance 
Guiding the overall efforts is the Governance Committee. Consisting of executives from SDI with the 
Department’s key executives, this groups works to ensure that the project team is focused on the right 
overall objectives and activities. An important control at this level will be Quality Assurance activities 
over key processes, closeout and field work.  
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SCOPE OF WORK/DELIVERABLES. 
SDI is proposing to provide the Department with Internal Connections as described in Section 6.1 of RFP 
Number: SF (OC) 2011-017 issued February 9th 2012, for approximately 1,546 schools and one data 
center.   All of SDI’s eligible E-Rate services for Internal Connections are in compliance with Program 
requirements as detailed in:  Schools and Libraries Eligible Services List for Funding Year 2012 – Page 12 
through 17.   
 
The SDI Team will include experienced project staff members from SDI as well as our partners in the 
Caribbean and the United States.   Our goal is to comply with all E-Rate and Department requirements 
and standards, while bringing our vast knowledge and expertise in industry best practices for technology 
to this project. 
 
SDI’s proposed Internal Connections services include: 
 

• Warranties 
• Structured Cabling and Cabinets for Schools and the Central Office 
• School and Central Office network switches 
• School and Central Office UPS 
• Terminal Servers 

http://www.universalservice.org/_res/documents/sl/pdf/ESL_archive/EligibleServicesList-2012.pdf
http://www.universalservice.org/_res/documents/sl/pdf/ESL_archive/EligibleServicesList-2012.pdf
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SDI uses several core factors to plan 
and manage this project: 
• Managing work scope by small 

increments: SDI believes a 
reasonably sized team focused on 
a specific area of schools delivers 
quick response times and an 
efficient workload. 

• Deep experience to get started on 
the right foot: Having seen it 
before makes a difference in 
getting started correctly which is so 
important in a time-sensitive 
project such as E-Rate.  

• Relevant metrics, reviewed daily: 
The SDI Team will aggressively 
manage this project using metric-
based reporting and a “roll up the 
sleeves” approach by being 
involved day in, and day out. 

• Executive support as part of the 
project, not an afterthought: SDI 
recommends monthly Governance 
meetings to establish project 
direction and review key metrics.  

• A relevant team with our 
commitment to local staffing: The 
SDI Team includes a strong 
combination of national 
perspective and local players, with 
valuable E-Rate experience during 
this time where the SLD is leading 
PRDE into uncharted areas.   

SDI’S APPROACH. 
Based on our previous critical infrastructure project experience, 
the heart of the SDI approach is strong planning, strong 
technical support methodologies, and strong technical talent.  
Following is our proposed model for this project: 

• SDI Centralized Installation Management Process – The 
overall governing process which ensures that all 
requests for installation are received, reviewed, 
executed. The process begins with an agreed-upon 
install design for cabling, cabinets, UPS and network 
switches.  This design is created between the 
Department’s technical staff and SDI’s Project Lead, 
Network and Server Engineers.  Procurement and 
tracking of equipment will be in the capable hands of 
the SDI Asset Manager who will ensure appropriate 
quantities are sourced, stocked and accurately 
accounted for at the regional SDI Service Center 
(Warehouse).    The staffing model will include Team 
Leads, Asset Managers, Network and Server Engineers, 
Project Managers and Field Engineers. 

• SDI Service Centers – SDI’s Service Center plays the role 
of sourcing as well as managing equipment inventory, 
including receiving and verifying shipments as well as 
transferring mentioned inventory into the hands of SDI’s 
Field Engineers for installation.  The SDI Service Center 
Manager will use a series of metrics put in place by the 
Asset Manager to monitor the supply chain and ensure 
expected demand in the coverage area and well as 
maintain installed inventory information. 

• SDI Installation Process Flow – SDI’s overall philosophy 
for Installation Process Flow is based on:   

o An “Installation Design and Coordination 
Partnership” between the SDI Installation 
Management Project Lead as well as the 
Department’s technical staff and stakeholders. 

o A common sense approach when determining the need to engage stakeholders. 

o Using required installation standards for “all installations” 

o Doing whatever it takes to resolve the problem within the installation process as quickly 
as possible. 
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PROJECT MANAGEMENT AND QUALITY ASSURANCE. 
SDI’s Project Management Methodology is designed to ensure that our project deliverables are 
completed to specification, on time and within budget. SDI will provide project activities in order to 
meet the Department’s’ needs and expectations, including scope of services, time, cost, and quality 
management. SDI organizes its PM methodology around seven functional areas (Project Integration 
Management, Project Scope Management, Project Time Management, Project Cost Management, 
Project Quality Management, Project Human Resource Management, Project Communications 
Management) in accordance with the Project Management Institute (PMI), of which SDI is a corporate 
member.  
 
In addition to the project methodology and organization structure, the SDI Team will include in the 
project work plan quality assurance and quality control activities, including:  

• Quality Review - SDI’s Quality Review is an independent peer review of the on-site team’s 
project approach. 

• Governance Meetings – This includes regular meetings with Department executives to monitor 
and review progress from an executive perspective.  

• Quality Relationship Management (QRM) – Another mechanism where our senior management 
hears our client’s needs and we are delivering on what we promise. This typically occurs on a 
quarterly basis to collect feedback on our performance, reliability and customer service.  

• Project Communication Web Site - 
In order to mitigate the risk of 
poor communication, the SDI 
Team will establish a Project 
Collaboration Web site on our in-
house Web-based SDI Knowledge 
Management system, known 
internally as SDIknow. The 
Program Manager and all other 
key project team members will 
have secure access to this Web 
site. This Web site will provide 
real-time online access to all 
project issues, project status 
reports, all project documentation, 
correspondences, activities, 
processes, and timelines.  
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PRICING – EXCEPTIONAL DELIVERY AT A GREAT PRICE. 
SDI is committed and determined to partner with PRDE.  Our proposed cost reflects this commitment 
offering experienced and dedicated resources that we believe provides the Department with 
exceptional value – meeting all RFP requirements.  With a detailed understanding of the E-Rate program 
and sensitivity to education departments’ budgets, we believe SDI will provide you the most service per 
dollar than any other leading E-Rate provider.   
 

COMPLIANCE WITH LEGAL AND RFP REQUIREMENTS 
In accordance with SDI’s quality standards, this SDI proposal meets all of PRDE’s stated submittal 
requirements: 
 

• SDI has no pending legal actions. 

• SDI meets all insurance requirements as required in PRDE’s RFP. 

• SDI holds adequate Bonding Capacity to cover PRDE requirements. 

SDI’S ON-GOING COMMITMENT TO DIVERSITY, COMMUNITY      
AND CORPORATE CITIZENSHIP. 
SDI is an active corporate citizen, involved in 
over 15 philanthropic programs including our 
own First Chance Initiative (FCI) program. Since 
1996, SDI’s FCI program has benefited local 
area youth by affording them internship 
opportunities within professional business 
environments. Throughout the life of the FCI 
Program, SDI has paid over $500,000 in 
internship salaries and scholarship funds, and 
currently employs several past FCI participants 
as full-time employees. SDI is open to working 
with PRDE to identify these types of 
approaches (where allowable by E-Rate) to 
support community and school goals. 
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THE SDI TEAM – ALIGNED TO EXCEED 
EXPECTATIONS. 
SDI is extremely eager to build upon the mission-critical technology 
success stories that we have already delivered in Puerto Rico and 
surrounding Caribbean, and we especially look forward to working 
with PRDE as it is one of the most significant education districts in 
the Country. We embrace the local community and the mission of 
PRDE to educate all students to their maximum potential. In every 
aspect of the SDI Team’s planning, transition and implementation 
for the Internal Connections project, we will succeed in meeting 
the deadlines, technical requirements and overall needs to ensure 
the complete success of the project. On your behalf, SDI will accept 
nothing less. 

 
 

 

The SDI Team offers the best 
combination of size, breadth and 
focus for this PRDE Internal 
Connections project, and the best 
choice of a partner for PRDE: 
• Track record of delivering quality 

work – as a mid-sized provider, 
every client project counts. We 
offer the strengths of a larger firm, 
with the flexibility of a smaller firm 
working hard to meet PRDE’s 
needs. 

• Finally, SDI does not win business 
by proposing a low price and then 
engage in deliberate change order 
issuance to make margin. SDI has a 
track record of aggressive yet 
realistic pricing that allows projects 
to proceed with minimal risk, 
delays or conflict. 
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2. Company Background and Vendor Questionnaire – Exhibit E 
 
2.1 Company Background Information 

SDI Company Background 
SDI is a systems integrator focusing on solutions for mission-critical systems and infrastructure of capital 
asset intensive organizations. SDI provides vendor-independent advisory services, technology delivery 
and SmartSourcingSM long-term support to help client environments – from 911 centers to airports to 
real estate portfolios – achieve a higher level of security, increase productivity and reduce operating 
costs. SDI embodies the technical breadth, depth of talent, and complex systems experience of a 
national, top-tier systems integrator - with a reputation of sticking with our projects until our obligations 
are met and our clients are successful. 

Solutions for Critical Assets  
SDI has invested in building a technology-based consultancy that addresses the needs of owners and 
managers of spatially-oriented physical assets, in such industries as Government, Aviation, 
Transportation/ Mass Transit, Education, Healthcare, Commercial Real Estate and Utilities. SDI focuses 
our expertise, solutions and technology tools on these industries’ key assets which have a significant 
impact on our clients' ability to deliver their core business service: their facilities, fleet, technology 
infrastructure/devices and information itself. SDI’s solutions are specifically designed to maximize these 
critical assets to deliver a higher level of security, increase productivity and reduce the operating costs 
of our clients. 

Each SDI solution area is driven by certified, experienced industry professionals, complimented by deep 
company credentials and a resume of successful technology delivery. And for each solution area, SDI 
brings the breadth of our Advisory Services, Technology Delivery and SmartSourcing technical support 
services to our clients, to seamlessly deliver reliable, secure and high-performance technology 
environments: 

Safety and Security 
• Digital/Megapixel Video Surveillance System 
• Intelligent Video/Analytics 
• Access Control, Biometrics, Identity 

Management 
• Dispatch/Incident Management Systems 
• Physical Security Information Management 
• Mass Notification Systems 
• Command Center CONOPS and Design 
• Evacuation Planning/Signage 

Networks and Infrastructure 
• Deployment and Integration  
• Technical Operations  
• Performance Engineering  
• Security and Continuity 
• E-rate Program Delivery  

Enterprise Performance 
• Enterprise Asset Management 
• Workforce Management 
• Billing/Customer Information Systems 
• Toll/Fare Collection Systems 
• Intelligent Transportation Systems 
• Executive Reporting/PMO 
• Independent Verification and Validation 

(IV&V) 
• Enterprise Collaboration 
• Real Estate Portfolio Optimization 
• Application Development 
• Geographic Information Systems 

 

http://www.sdienterprises.com/subject_network_infrastructure_deployment_integration.html
http://www.sdienterprises.com/subject_network_infrastructure_technical_operations.html
http://www.sdienterprises.com/subject_network_infrastructure_performance_engineering.html
http://www.sdienterprises.com/subject_network_infrastructure_erate_delivery.html
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Technology Delivery 
From back office applications to command center technologies, SDI teams employ best-practice delivery 
methodologies, resulting in maximum return on our clients’ investment in IT infrastructure. SDI utilizes a 
proven multi-disciplinary approach to our technology implementations, delivering sound technology 
solutions that meet functional and performance requirements, as well as to avoid costly time delays and 
future technology incompatibility issues. 
 
Customers Served 
SDI has provided installation services to a long list of public clients including U.S. Virgin Islands 
Department of Education, Chicago Public Schools, City Colleges of Chicago, City of Los Angeles, Seattle, 
Washington, and the City of Chicago just to name a few. SDI is currently providing Infrastructure services 
to Puerto Rico’s Administración de Servicios Generales (ASG). 
 
Support to Puerto Department of Education 
SDI and its partners Black Box and Alliance Data Services can provide 70+ staff for this project. The field 
staff that will be used for this project will be based locally in Puerto Rico for a quick response to the 
Department’s needs.  
 
Please see Appendix A for a more detailed company overview and timeline that highlights the history of 
SDI.
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2.2 Qualifications of the Company 

SDI has over ten years’ experience in delivering successful E-Rate projects and has been in the business 
of providing installation services for institutions of similar scope and complexity as that of the 
Department. 
 
Virgin Islands Department of Education (E-Rate Years 11 – 14) Telecommunications Internet Access & 
Internal Connection Services and Department and School Technology Equipment & Service (May 2008 
– Present) 
SDI as a Prime Contractor has been providing E-Rate services to the 
VIDE since 2008. SDI provides Telecommunications Services and basic 
maintenance for LAN, WAN, Wireless, Servers and Instructional Video 
Conferencing. VIDE has a land mass of 133.73 sq. miles over 3 islands 
separated by 43 miles of ocean.  
 
We have been providing the VIDE with next generation wireless 
broadband technology that spans over 43 miles of ocean to link each of 
the Islands’ schools together; and is able to withstand the adverse 
environment of the Islands, including rain fade conditions and mountainous terrain. The solution was 
engineered to meet the VIDE’s requirement of 99.9 percent uptime, using radio components that are 
capable of 300MB/sec. In addition, this broadband technology has built-in layers of redundancy 
designed to mitigate interference, which allows for maximum throughput when sending data and is 
further enhanced with digital error correction. Using upgradable software equipment to eliminate 
replacement costs, the system components will stay viable well beyond the course of the four year 
contract with SDI. 
 
SDI Services: 
• Project Management 
• Installation and maintenance of the following: 

– WAN – Microwave network supporting three islands (St. Thomas, St. Croix and St. John). 
– Instructional Video Conferencing 
– School Cabling 
– Wireless Access Points  
– Network Electronics 
– Servers 

• Training on newly installed equipment 
• Help Desk Ticket Tracking and Reporting 
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Chicago Public Schools (CPS) - LAN System Improvement Projects, LAN Maintenance, including E-Rate 
Services (1999 –2009) 
As a subcontractor to SBC and Sun Microsystems, SDI provided over 600 
schools within the Chicago Public School (CPS) system with networking 
services to provide Internet access under the Federal E-Rate Program. 
Over 18,000 devices were installed, tested, and certified over a four year 
period. SDI's team of LAN and WLAN experts were required to 
comprehensively design, install and test each school as requested by CPS. 
SDI was called upon to create the wireless security standards to govern the 
wireless communication within the schools. 

SDI Services: 

• Network equipment installation/testing at over 630 schools (CPS is 
675 schools, 227 square miles of coverage area, 409,000 students, 40,000 employees) 

• Network troubleshooting and problem resolution 

• Basic Maintenance 

• Provided overall technical advisement during the Local Area Network Design process 

• Set security standards for wireless communications 

• Completed functionality testing and certification 

• Provided LAN/WLAN equipment installation and testing; and troubleshooting and problem 
resolution 

• Configured, tested and integrated over 18,000 pieces of networking equipment (switches, 
access points) 

• Trained CPS's personnel and Property Advisors in the administration and use of the system 

• Performed Quality Assurance inspections on contractors' work, and compiled with and audited 
project technical documentation for the Federal E-Rate Program 
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SDI’s clients count on us to build, operate, and 
maintain their critical systems - and we’re there: 
 
• Nation’s largest convention center 
• Largest commercial property owner in the U.S. 
• Largest city aviation authority in the nation 
• Largest water purification plant in the world 
• Largest wastewater treatment plant in the world 
• One of the largest bus services in North America 
• 2nd busiest airport in the world 
• 2nd busiest airline in the world 
• 2nd busiest 911 call center in the nation 
• 2nd largest public transit in U.S. 
• 2nd ranked commuter rail system in U.S. 
• 5th busiest sea port in North America 
• DHS-funded state emergency operations center 

 
Recently, SDI contracted with the Los Angeles 
World Airports to design and implement its Airport 
Response Coordination Center, which opened in 
January, 2011. 

Other, Large-Scale Service Delivery Experience 
  
In addition to this E-Rate specific work, SDI’s core business 
centers upon delivering critical technical installation 
for large-scale, complex, and long-term projects. Over the 
past 20 years, our client portfolio includes some of the 
nation’s largest transportation, aviation, utilities and 
education public sector entities, including: 

 
Integrated Support Services including LAN Maintenance - 
Chicago Transit Authority (CTA) (Aug 2005 – Present) 
The Chicago Transit Authority (“CTA”) operates the 
nation’s second largest public transportation system. On 
an average weekday, 3.9 million rides are taken on CTA. 
The CTA is a regional transit system that serves 40 
suburbs, in addition to the City of Chicago, and provides 81 
percent of the public transit trips in the six-county Chicago 
metropolitan area either with direct service or connecting 
service to Metra and Pace. The CTA has 1,782 buses that 
operate over 140 routes and 2,230 route miles. Buses 
make about 19,442 trips a day and serve 11,577 posted 
bus stops. On the rapid transit system, CTA’s 1,190 rail cars operate over eight routes and 224.1 miles of 
track. CTA trains make about 2,157 trips each day and serve 144 stations. 
 
SDI supports all networks and desktop computers for this organization of 12,000 staff in a 24/7/365 
support model, managing 800 - 1000 monthly calls at a 99.99% SLA compliance rate for 114 CTA facilities  
across a 200+ square mile service area.  
 
In addition, SDI has deployed over 300 specialized computers across the enterprise and installed the 
cabling, networks and wireless infrastructure to provide connectivity in areas that never had 
connectivity before.  
 
SDI also managed a team of over 100 technicians from over a dozen companies in the installation of new 
cabling, network switches and servers to support over 1,500 IP-based surveillance cameras across the 
enterprise.  
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Technical Support for Integrated Safety, Security and Operations Command and Control 
Systems (ISSOCCS) – O’Hare/Midway International Airports (1991 – Present) 
SDI was contracted to migrate an antiquated analog video surveillance 
system to a modern IP based networked system. SDI installed and 
maintains the cabling, fiber optics, network switches, wireless and 
servers to support a network of over 3000 video surveillance cameras. 
The goal of this project was to implement a state of the art, digitally-
based Video Surveillance and Management System with centralized 
recorded video for every airport camera, resulting in operational 
enhancements and efficiencies to the daily security and dispatch 
operations at the airport, as well as viewing of live and recorded 
videos by multiple city departments and federal agencies. This 
implementation included: 
 

• Infrastructure: 24 remote hub locations connected via new 
fiber connections to the nearest respective city network closet 
(DNC), providing a fiber transport network for digital video 
streams. A total of 128 video encoders were deployed across the remote locations. 

• Hardware/Software Procurement: A total of 24 new network servers procured, built and 
deployed for the expansion of the Verint Nextiva Video Management System. 

• Storage: Built, configured and deployed an EMC Clarion CX700 video storage solution.  

• Integration/Application Development: Security alarm and event integration between 
NexWatch Access Control and Nextiva Alarm Monitor developed to provide O’Hare 
Communications Center (OCC) operators with a fully functional Access Control Video System. 

SDI continues to provide 24x7x365 on-call support, expansion, maintenance and vendor service contract 
management for this network as well as Computer Aided Dispatch systems, Access Control Systems, ID 
Badging systems, Security Networks, Video Storage of 180 terabytes and Intelligent Video systems since 
our original implementation in 1991.  
 
Black Box Qualifications 

Our partner, Black Box, has been involved in multiple projects of similar size and scope.  
 
Xbox™ Live 
Microsoft Xbox™ Live is an on-line console gaming service for the Xbox™ video game. Xbox Live enables 
gamers to play multiplayer Xbox games interactively with other gamers anywhere in the world over the 
Internet via a broadband connection. To support the new gaming system, Microsoft planned data 
centers in Seattle, London, and Tokyo. Additional data centers are being established in the U.S. and 
other countries. The data centers, integral to the success of the gaming system, were designed with 
strict requirements. 
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As the infrastructure partner, Black Box services included planning, project coordination, installation, 
and maintenance of the network infrastructure at these centers. Black Box worked with the Xbox team 
to design the network infrastructure to be used in the first two centers, both in the Seattle area. This 
design became the blueprint for every subsequent data center in the U.S. and around the world. 
 
Papa John’s Pizza 
Black Box embarked on two major projects for Papa John’s. At the Papa John’s headquarters, Black Box 
installed a new voice system, which included an upgrade of the voice mail system to the latest 
technology. Black Box worked with Papa John’s to help determine the company’s present and future 
communication needs, and then chose a system that gives it the technological platform to move 
towards unified messaging for voice, e-mail, and faxes.  
 
Black Box also began a multisite data cabling project for Papa John’s. The company needed to expand its 
data cabling in more than 500 stores to accommodate new POS terminals. CAT5 cable needed to be run 
from the front of the store to a network connection in the back.  
 
Today, Papa John’s Pizza boasts 2,912 restaurants in 49 states and 22 countries and 112 Perfect Pizza 
restaurants in the U.K.  
 
Wal-Mart Stores, Inc,  
Black Box has performed the following activities for Wal-Mart from 2001 to the present: 

• Voice and Data Maintenance – Black Box has maintained stores and distribution centers in the 
US. This includes work on the phone and paging systems as well as the cable infrastructure up to 
replacing the data equipment if needed. 

• Rollouts – Black Box has performed numerous rollouts for several years, including nationwide 
rollouts. The rollouts have included both cable installation and network gear installation. 

• Projects – Black Box has performed New Stores, Remodels, and Expansion installation at stores 
including both the data and voice infrastructure. These installations included cable plant, voice 
turn up, wireless installation and testing. 

• Home Office Maintenance – Black Box performed the maintenance on the Home Office Avaya 
G3 for two years in Bentonville, AR. This included MAC as well as Break-Fix activity. 

 
2.3 Vendor Questionnaire – Exhibit E 

The Vendor Questionnaire is included on the following page. 



 

 
 

EXHIBIT E:   VENDOR QUESTIONNAIRE 
 
Please answer all questions that apply, if an item does not apply please mark N/A. 

Company Name: ____________________________________________________________.  

Telephone Number: ______________________; Fax Number: _________________________; 

E-mail Address: ________________________. Web Site Address: ______________________. 

Company Address: 

_____________________________________________________________ 

City: ____________________________; State: ________________; Zip Code: ____________. 

E-RATE SPIN:    FCC REGISTRATION NO:     

Primary Contact (Name, Title, Phone and Email): 

____________________________________________________________________________ 

 
Business Information 
Years in Business: ________________.   

Check the following as it applies to your Business:   

 Public Corporation  Privately Held Corporation  Limited Partnership  Sole 

Proprietorship    Limited Liability Company 

 Manufacturer    Distributor     Service Contractor 

Are you a subsidiary of another Company:    Yes     No;        If Yes, which one? 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

Please list all companies with whom you have partial or complete ownership: 

____________________________________________________________________________ 

Check the following Business Classifications that apply to your firm, if any: 

  Small Business Concern        Minority owned business        Woman owned business 

Does your firm have EDI capabilities:  Yes  No  

 

 
Other Operational Information 
Number hourly employees: Direct _________________; indirect _________________________ 

Number salary employees:  Direct _________________; indirect _______________________ 

What are your normal work days: _____________; Normal work hours: ___________________; 

Does your firm have a Quality Assurance Program?  Yes  No. 

Do you provide on-site technical support?  Yes  No;  
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VENDOR QUESTIONNAIRE (P.2) 
 
Other Information 
Are you currently doing business with the Puerto Rico Department of Education  Yes  No.? 

If yes answer the following questions: 

List the schools and divisions/departments and programs you are doing business with: 

____________________________________________________________________________ 

List the $ amount of the business you have done with the Department in the last three (3) years: 

$_____________________. 

Do you have current contracts with the Department   Yes  No.? 

If yes list the contract numbers: 

______________________________________________________________ 
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3. Qualifications of Key Personnel 
 
Below is a list of our key personnel. Resumes for each are included in this section. 
 
3.1 List of Key Personnel 

Name Role on Project Years of Experience 
Tim Portokalis Account Manager 20+ 
Nino Spuria Field Services Manager 20+ 
Don Benton E-Rate Consultant 15 
Lori Mueller E-Rate Compliance and 

Billing Coordinator 
25+ 

 
3.2 Summary of Key Personnel Qualifications/Experience 

The proposed Organization Chart references the main tasks required to accomplish the Internal 
Connections project for the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico Department of Education. The chart is 
divided into three tactically linked teams:  
 

(i) Staff performing approved work and projects;  
(ii) Project Leadership and Management; and 
(iii) Governance 
 

Together, these three groups compose the overall team that will support the Internal Connections 
project for the Department.  
 
The SDI Team will operate four (4) regional service centers across Puerto Rico. The following diagram 
identifies the key roles and organization approach for the project team. 
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Project Leadership 

Account Manager (Point of Contact) - The project will be led by Tim Portokalis, a Principal in SDI’s 
Infrastructure Practice and our Infrastructure Solutions Lead. Mr. Portokalis has over 23 years’ 
experience managing and supporting large-scale infrastructure projects. Over the last six years, he has 
supported SDI’s E-Rate Internal Connections and Basic Maintenance for the Virgin Islands Department of 
Education and the Chicago Public Schools. In addition, Tim has led infrastructure projects for SDI at the 
Chicago Transit Authority, City Colleges of Chicago, and United Airlines. 
 
Mr. Portokalis will be the “One Stop – Buck Stops Here” person to support the Department on all facets 
of this project. At the highest level, our Account Manager is responsible for the project at all levels 
including: 
 

• Project direction and control 
• Project Management 
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• Staff selection 
• Logistics planning 
• Client leadership and communication 

 
Assisting Tim will be Nino Spuria, responsible for all Field Operations. Nino is a seasoned Infrastructure 
Manager and has delivered managed network services for large corporations and large-scale 
implementation projects. His role will include: 

 
• Project scheduling 
• Project control 
• Work status 
• Client meetings 

 
The role of this individual is to work with the technical staff described below to ensure a consistent 
technical approach to all aspects of the project. Nino will be responsible for managing and coordinating 
the activities of the regions as well as the project plan created for each team. 
 
Assisting Tim and Nino will be several individuals including: 
 

• Don Benton, E-Rate Consultant. Don has been involved with E-Rate programs since its 
inception. He will be used to provide advice and support and E-Rate related questions and 
activities for this project as it relates to SDI’s responsibilities in this area. 

• Lori Mueller, E-Rate Compliance and Billing Coordinator, has been involved in supporting E-
Rate project work over the past four (4) years and has 25+ years experience in managing large 
staff teams and large projects. She will support billing, invoicing, operational and E-Rate 
reporting for all aspects of the Basic Maintenance project. 

• Team Leads will be used to support multiple regions and related project work in each of those 
regions.  

 
Project Staffing 

SDI will use a variety of staff from SDI, Alliance Data Services, and local staff from Puerto Rico. Cabling 
technicians and engineers will take direction from the SDI Field Services Manager. Our staff will primarily 
be based in Puerto Rico. 
 
Project Governance 

Guiding the overall efforts is the Governance Committee. Consisting of executives from SDI with the 
Department’s key executives, this groups works to ensure that the project team is focused on the right 
overall objectives and activities. Roles include: 
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• Overall project compliance to proposal and The Department  goals / contract, as well as status 
of the project team 

• Provide key metrics for project success 

• Community Outreach / Student Mentoring programs where appropriate 

• The Governance Committee will provide senior guidance to the Account Manager. In addition, 
they will meet with The Department executives to cover project direction and issues including 
review of results, scheduling status, funding and invoicing, community programs, SLAs, and 
other control areas. 

 
Governance is the discipline that ensures adherence to project performance and deliverable 
requirements. Throughout the life of the project, SDI proposes regular meetings with the Department 
executives to monitor and review progress from an executive perspective. David Gupta, President of SDI 
and Brian Diver, Executive Vice President will represent SDI for Project Governance and as a way to 
provide the best exposure to our executives supporting this project. 
 
Our goal is to ensure the highest visibility for the Department and additional review of project tasks and 
service levels. The specific Department executives assigned to the Governance meetings should include 
those directly impacted by the work assigned in this project. For this project we recommend that the 
Department CIO, be considered for this role. Working with The 
Department, we will develop a meeting agenda and reporting format 
during the Transition phase of this project. Typical topics include: 
 

1. Status from the previous time period 
2. Key issues 
3. Key Next Steps 
4. Metrics 
5. Scope Changes /  
 Contract Compliance 

 
 
 
Governance report examples depicted above show suggested format and level of detail. Metrics 
become specific to the organization once baselines are established.  

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Resumes for Key Personnel 



 
Tim Portokalis 

Account Manager 

Experience Summary 

Seasoned professional in Network Architecture, Systems management, 
Internet Services, Security, network analysis, implementation, and 
project management; managed several $5M+ projects from new 
infrastructure build-outs to large scale redesigns and upgrades. Created 
and conducted in-house technical training, reusable technical 
methodologies, technical polices and procedures.  Industry experience 
includes Media, e-Commerce, Banking/Finance, and Education. 
 

Professional Experience 

 
Virgin Island Department of Education (VIDOE) – Design and 
Implementation Wide Area Network (WAN), Wireless, and Local 
Area Network (LAN) E-Rate 11 - 14 
(01/2008 – Present) 
Netw ork Architect/ Technical Manager 
• Managed the design of a Wireless Wide Area Network for 53 DOE 

locations across the three islands of the US Virgin Islands. Ensured 
the design met the DOE’s and E-Rate requirements for performance, 
availability and security. 

• Mangage Motorola engineers, installation engineers and on-site 
technical resources to design and build the Wireless WAN 

• Created Request For Proposal and managed the Request For 
Proposal process to select qualified installers 

• Specified, procured and managed the installation of LAN upgrades, 
servers, UPS and cabling for the enterprise 

• Developed processes and procedures to support LAN and WAN for 
this 53 location enterprise 

 
• Created strict inventory process and reporting for E-Rate compliance 
 
Chicago Public Schools – Network Mangement Solution 
(05/2009 – 12/2009) 
Project Manager  
• Conducted Proof of Concept for the network monitoring, alerting and 

trending for over 29,000 devices across 635 schools. 
• Lead the creation of custom dashboards and reporting 
• Managed the installation of the production environment and 

production roll-out 
• Managed the impementation of add-on network analysis tools for 

Netflow, DHCP management and Cisco configuration management 
• Developed reports to ensure the network maintennace provider is 

meeting SLAs and is in E-Rate compliance. 
 

  

Years of  
Experience: 20+ 
 
Areas of Expertise 
• Project Management 

• Enterprise Architecture 

• Security 

• Strategy  

• Change Management 

• Network Engineering 

• Common Carrier 

• Internet Services 

• Transitioning 

• E-Rate Services 
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United Airlines – Installation of Video Surveilance System 
(10/2007 – 01/2008) 
Project Manager 
• Designed and manage the installation of a Video Surveilance System 

for United Airlines at San Francisco International Airport  

• Selected and manage on-site electricians and CCTV installers 

• Worked with United Airlines, San Francisco Airport and the 
Transportation Security Administration (TSA) to ensure performance 
and security requirements were met 

• Designed video surveilance system for United Airlines at Los Angeles 
Airport and selected on-site installation partner 
 

Chicago Department of Water Management - Systems 
Integrator (SI) for the Replacement of the Pumping Station 
Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition (SCADA) System 
(07/2007 – 12/2009)  
Netw ork Architect/ Project Manager 
• Designed and implemented a high-availability LAN/WAN using Cisco 

and Industrial Grade 48V switches for 13 locations supporting SCADA 

• Managed the team to build the entire environment in a lab setting 
for Factory Acceptance Testing prior to Production roll out 

 
Illinois Emergency Management Agency - Design and 
Construction of State Emergency Operations Center 
(09/2007 – 10/2007) 
IT Audit 
• Independent verification of the implementation of a new IT 

Environment as compared to the original design documents 

• Evaluated the LAN, WAN, Servers, Desktops, Data Center design, 
support procedures and support structure  

 

Chicago Public Schools –  System Improvements – E-Rate 7 
(08/2005 – 09/2006) 
Project Advisor 
• Provided oversight of LAN assessments and wireless surveys to make 

design recommendations for upgrades and replacements 

• Manged site surveys to allow secure and redundant wireless 
coverage 

• QA of configured access points and switches based upon defined 
security and communication standards 

• Verified the completion of the closeout documents 

• Managed the deployment process to 12 schools. 

 

Chicago Transit Authority - Integrated Support Services 
(08/2005 – 09/2007) 
Transition Specialist/ Special Projects 
• Transitioned support from outgoing support provider to the SDI 

Team of 11 engineers. The environment is comprised of 3000 
desktops, 100+ Novell Servers and Cisco networking 

• Developed short-term tactical Technology Plan 
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• Defined roles and responsibilities for CTA and SDI. Developed 
support processes including escalation, Change Control and remote 
monitoring 

• Assessed network utilization in preparation for a major application 
rollout supporting over 300 users. Presented network improvement 
recommendations that ensured acceptable application response time 

• Assessed new Exchange 2007 environment for adherence to best 
practices and supportability 

 
City of Colleges of Chicago – PeopleSoft Roll Out 
(07/2004 – 06/2007) 
Project Manager 
• Specified the requirements for an offsite, redundant data center and 

created an RFP. Evaluated RFP responses. Designed and managed 
the build-out of the offsite data center which supports real-time data 
replication of crucial Student Administration systems. 

• Designed the next generation Wide Area Network using AT&T’s 
High-speed fiber managed network. 

• Designed and implemented a network strategy for the support of 
PeopleSoft’s Online Student Administration module serving a student 
body of over 100,000. Strategy included high-speed, highly available 
firewalls, identity management and Internet traffic management. 

• Planned Mercury Loadrunner system performance testing and 
performance monitoring. Project managed the implementation of 
Wireless networking at 7 campuses with over 300 Access Points 
including centralized management 

• Assisted the Network Director at City Colleges in his role for 
infrastructure tactical planning  

PREVIOUS TO SDI 

Rapid Solutions Group (02/2004 – 06/2004) 
Contract Project Manager/ Technical Lead 
Led the design and implementation of completely new infrastructure to 
of this 5 locations Commercial Printing company after their divestiture 
from its parent company.  

• Lead field engineering teams to install new Cisco 4500 switches, 
EMC Storage Area Networks, Windows 2003 servers and Exchange 
2003. 

• Migrated from Lotus Notes to Exchange without user interruption 

• Designed and lead the Wide Area Network cut-over to a high-speed 
AT&T managed WAN. 

• Lead the implementation of AT&T managed Firewall and network 
services. 

 
Divine/Whittman-Hart (1995 – 08/2004) 
Director, Senior Manager, Manager, Senior Consultant 
As Lead Architect for a start-up Application Service Provider, design and 
managed the implementation of a $5M Data Center with a team of 7 
consultants. 
• Coordinated all vendors, placed and managed 7 consultants, 

contracted the co-location facility and other service providers to 
meet a very aggressive deadline 
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• Implementation included 100% redundancy, network security, VPN 
and remote management 

• Environment included NT, Sun, EMC and Cisco 

• Planned and executed data center move to a larger facility 

Project Manager of the complete network redesign for the Chicago 
Tribune with a team of 10 over 11 months: 
• Originally conducted a 6-week Network Analysis motivated by 

network outages which risked missing newspaper deadlines and lost 
advertising revenue. This analysis led to a total redesign of the 
Tribune Towers. 

• Responsibilities included network architecture, engineering, 
enterprise-wide change management and scheduling in this 
challenging, 24/7, deadline driven environment 

• Expanded projects including second shift support, WAN analysis and 
implementation of HP OpenView 

Designed and managed the implementation of a new campus network 
for PrimeCo Cellular after their divestiture from Verizon: 
• Worked within strict change control procedures requiring 

management approval  

• Supervised PrimeCo staff to complete a successful after-hours 
implementation  

• Earned a letter of commendation and Preferred Vendor status for 
divine/Whittman-Hart 

Analyzed the Network Architecture for Peapod: 
• Examined network fault tolerance, performance and security to 

prevent failures that could devastate customer confidence  

• Presented findings to the executive staff and was called back as the 
substitute Network Manager to cover an extended vacation. 

Managed a team to audit a pre-production e-Commerce presence for 
King Wire, Inc., an online distributor of wire products:  
• Audit included security, network and server performance, capacity 

planning, application integrity, and ease of use  

• Coordinated a stress test, measured server and network utilization, 
analyzed the results, and delivered the assessment and 
recommendations to company executives  

Completed multiple projects at the City Colleges of Chicago in the areas 
of Network Architecture, Security and IT Policies and Standards: 
• Analyzed the network and recommended a design with additional 

fault tolerance and traffic management to ensure availability during 
high traffic, online student registration 

• Created IT Standards and Security policies for reference by IT 
Management at all 11 campuses. Completed emergency network 
engineering and troubleshooting as needed. 

Household International (1985 – 1995) 
Manager, Research & Development; Manager, Office Systems; 
Senior Netw ork Analyst 
Originally hired into Network Operations as the Administrator of the 
Trouble Ticketing system and Network Engineer supporting a network of 
over 740 locations. Promoted to Manager of Office Systems, managing a 
staff of 8 to develop the corporate network supporting the home office 
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and 4 service centers, employing over 5000 users.  Appointed to the 
Research and Development team to research emerging technologies and 
present solutions to business problems.  
• Designed and built the Back Office network supporting 5 locations 

supporting over 5000 users: 
− Enabled the increase of customer credit approval from 1 hour to 

10 minutes.  
− This network was featured in Network World magazine and 

earned an industry award. 

• Researched and presented technical solutions to business problems: 
− Set strategies to consolidate technologies and leverage volume 

discounts 
− Created and conducted technology education of business unit 

executives 
• Managed a 300-user Campus network implementation in England 

and met deadlines to support the GM Credit Card launch. 

• Completely redesigned trouble ticketing system to increase reporting 
effectiveness and workflow efficiency for 16 Help Desk operators and 
Engineers with a volume of 3000 tickets per month. 

• Created and presented network failure reports forcing a network 
equipment manufacturer to replace over 3000 defective devices and 
reduce failures from 60 per week to zero. 

Education 
BA, Business & Communications, Northeastern Illinois University, 
Chicago, IL, 1985 
 
Continuing Education 
• ITIL Fundamentals (self study)  
• TDF Communications 
• Project Management 
• Business Writing 
• Network Associates Sniffer Network Analyzer 

Security Credentials 

• Airfield Operations Area Security Badge for Los Angels, San Francisco 
and O’Hare airports 

• Security Badge signatory for Los Angeles and San Francisco airports 
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Skills 
Networks 
• High-Availability Design 
• Internet: Firewalls, 

Network redundancy, IP 
load balancing, Mail 
servers, DNS, Exchange 

• Routers/Switches: 
Cisco, Nortel 

• WAN: VPN, Frame relay, 
Lease lines, SONET 

• Wireless and Microwave 
• Operating Systems: 

Microsoft 2000, 2003, 
XP, UNIX 

• Directories: 
NDS/eDirectory, AD, 
LDAP 

• Storage Systems: 
Compaq, EMC 

 

Security 
• Firewalls: PIX, 

CheckPoint, 
NetScreen, SonicWall 

• Security Testing: ISS 
Internet Scan 

• Security Compliance: 
Vulnerability testing, 
Audits, Policy creation 

Operations 
• Network Management: 

HP OpenView, 
Spectrum, IP Monitor 

• Capacity Planning 
(Systems, Networks) 

• Network Analysis 
• Business Continuity 
• Technical 

Documentation, 
Manual Creation 

Management 
• Project 

Management 
• Staff 

Management 
• Change 

Management 
• Help Desk Design 

& Management 

 
 

 



 
Nino Spuria 

Field Services Manager 

Experience Summary 

High-performance IT leader with an impressive track record for building, 
revitalizing, growing, and managing top-flight IT service organizations 
and consultancies.  Combines a strong technology background with the 
strategic leadership and business acumen to increase revenues and 
client satisfaction.  Award-winning track record for performance and 
service excellence. Proven relationship building skills dealing with Tier 1 
clients and establishing strategic partnerships.  High-level strategist with 
a “get it done” tactical approach to execution. 
 
 

Professional Experience 

Chicago Transit Authority – Integrated Support Services 
(2010 – Present) 
Principal – Service Delivery Executive 
Manage all aspects of service delivery including consistently meeting SLA 
objectives for nation’s 2nd largest public transportation system. Project 
includes overall support for 2500 workstations, 100 servers, NOC,  
network monitoring, call enterer and break/fix. Engagement details 
include: 

• Daily point of contact for client on both a technical and 
administrative level, along with being the manager responsible for 
overseeing technical resources 

• Prepare reports and conduct weekly meetings with client, partners, 
and staff, while helping to create reports and participate in quarterly 
Governance meetings 

• Manage technical support staff and monitor staffing levels, hiring 
new project staff as required 

 
Chicago Transit Authority – Enterprise-wide Surveillance  
Camera Expansion 
Principal/ Project Manager – Camera Project  
• Conduct daily conference calls and weekly status meetings with 

multiple electrical contractors; 

• Maintain weekly look-ahead schedules for project teams performing 
work; 

• Weekly executive reporting; 

• Coordination of CTA resources including flaggers, construction 
managers and rail safety training; 

• Maintain electronic library of project documentation; 

Years of 
Experience: 20+ 
 
Areas of Expertise 
• Infrastructure 

Operations 

• Team Building 

• Process Improvement 

• Process Automation 

• Business Strategy 

• Operations 
Leadership 

• Project and Program 
Management 

• Staff Leadership & 
development 
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• Manage schedule impact as a result of delays, changes and other 
incidents. 

PREVIOUS TO SDI 

Spuria Construction, Park Ridge, IL (2001-2010) 
Principal – Service Delivery Executive 
Founded and operate a successful company specializing in real estate 
investment and the design and construction of custom $1+ million 
residential homes.  Built a reputation for outstanding service and client 
satisfaction in a very competitive market.  Manage all business 
operations, project management, and delivery. 
 

marchFIRST, Inc., Chicago,IL (1997--2001) 
(formerly Whittman-Hart) 
Infrastructure Practice Leader 
Promoted into this senior role to manage and build the company’s 
Infrastructure practice with a focus on delivery, utilization, business 
development, and building the team to meet aggressive business goals.  
Held full accountability for all strategic growth planning, business 
development, strategic partnerships, relationship management, 
forecasting, budgeting, and leadership of 80+ IT consultants and 
managers.  
 
• Identified strategic new growth areas among both early-stage 

internet start-ups and Fortune 500 corporations, and expanded 
opportunities within the existing client base to achieve annual 
revenue goals of $11M - $15M 

• Provided the leadership that turned a collection of technical 
specialists into a team of IT consultants with an expanding 
intellectual inventory – includes introduction of customized training, 
formalized development plans, and mentoring opportunities 

• Partnered w ith CheckPoint, Cisco, IBM, Sun, and Microsoft to 
develop and introduce targeted training programs to further enhance 
consultant knowledge base 

• Created an environment that encouraged development of skills to 
match current market demand – strategy  increased utilization by 
12%  YOY and reduced voluntary attrit ion by 50%  

• Introduced a Unix certification curriculum that transitioned 5 non-
billable resources into billable engagements 

• Served as process Quality Assurance Advisor overseeing project 
execution and methodology to ensure compliance and mitigate risk 

• Earned Tribute to Excellence Award for superior client 
satisfaction, commitment to growth, and “whatever it takes to get 
the job done attitude” 

Project Manager – Consultant (1998-2000) 
Fulfilled a series of increasingly senior IT engagements for a variety of 
corporate clients in financial services, manufacturing, healthcare, and 
technology. Managed all project details from initial planning and client 
needs analysis to scheduling, budgeting, client relationship management, 
and team leadership. 
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Earned 5 corporate awards in 24 months for leadership excellence, 
service delivery, and client satisfaction.  Engagements include: 
• Dot-com start-up:  Seconded by senior management to lead a team 

of consultants in a product selection and implementation project for 
a new dot.com start-up.  Project was integral to marchFIRST’s ASP 
business model and had a very challenging timeline.  Defined the 
company’s document management and workflow requirements, 
designed the infrastructure solution, negotiated purchase, and 
consistently addressed the unique dynamics and challenges of a 
company in its infancy. 

 
• International Manufacturing Company: Project lead on a major 

systems and application upgrade - completed migration across 5 U.S. 
and Mexico sites on time and within budget, earning Take it to 
Hart Award for leadership excellence. 

 
• Financial Management Firm:  Turned a 3-week needs analysis 

project into a $1.5 million 24-month engagement involving a 
complete infrastructure re-build, strategic IT plan, and new data 
center design for this rapidly growing company.  Designed the new 
infrastructure and oversaw migration, managed new facility build-
out, implemented a new Help Desk, and created a strategic plan for 
pending explosive growth of the organization.  

 
• National Healthcare Organization: Served as IT Director for the 

American Cancer Society to oversee a full-scale infrastructure 
overhaul and new software package implementation.  Coordinated 
installation across 15 sites state-wide, consolidated voice and data 
services to a 30% savings, restructured the IT strategy and team, 
established service delivery/contract management metrics, and 
introduced new technology processes.  Based on performance and 
value, engagement expanded from 6 weeks to 24 months and $750K 
in consulting fees. 

 
XSPURT Technical Services, Oakbrook,IL (1994--1997) 
Principal/ Project Manager 
Founded and managed an IT consulting firm specializing in AS/400 
technology and clients.  Noteworthy engagements include serving as IT 
Director for a national petroleum company, overseeing the new IT 
strategy and leading a massive 200-site network overhaul. 
• Converted 200 North American sites with independent doses into a 

networked model of 5 regional sites connected via ATM backbone 

• Constructed data centers across North America, established a Help 
Desk, negotiated service contracts, and initiated/managed service 
agreement with IBM global Services   
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IBM Canada Ltd., Markham, ON (March – December, 1994) 
Advisory Services Specialist  
AS/ 400 Services Specialist/ Systems Engineer (1993-1994) 
Program Support REP., IBM Support Centre (1987-1993) 
Advanced through increasingly senior technical roles within IBM’s 
Customer Service Division, with a focus on supporting AS/400 customers 
and developing, selling, and delivering service offerings.    
• Pioneered new service offerings resulting in over $750,000 in new 

revenue 

• Helped create and implement a Customer Service measurement tool 
to monitor and track customer satisfaction 

• Earned 10+ awards for performance and service excellence, 
including Special Contribution Award, Vice President’s Forum, Team 
Success Award, and 4 Value in Performance and Achievement 
Awards 

 

Education 

• B.A., Architecture and the Arts, University Of Illinois at Chicago, 
Chicago, IL, 2006 

 

Bachelor of Science, Statistics – McMaster University, 1987 
IBM Professional and Technical Education – 2000+ hours 
Additional programs include Process Quality Assurance, Bulls Eye 
Communications, Consultative Selling Techniques, Negotiating 
for Value, and Performance Appraisal Training 
 

    



 
Lori Mueller, PMP 

E-Rate Compliance and Billing Coordinator  

Experience Summary 
Highly experienced Project Manager with expertise in Project 
Management and Business Process functionality.  Has successfully 
managed implementation projects for Internet and Web solutions for a 
broad array of companies in a variety of businesses including 
manufacturing, distribution, and education.  
 
Managed the installation of a Wide Area Network in a challenging 
environment.  Worked with a team of contractors to ensure the network 
provided necessary services and met all SLA’s for the project.  Managed 
all paperwork and inventory tracking for a variety of technology solutions 
in order to ensure that E-rate audit requirements would be satisfied.  
Skilled E-rate professional supporting the needs of SDI as they provide 
services to E-rate eligible applicants. 
 
Working as part of a team, provided IV&V services to a large 
government agency.  Focus was on delivered solutions from an outside 
vendor and determining whether or not contract and scope definitions 
and requirements were met.    
 
Working with a varied team of client staff, solution vendors, and 
developers, successfully managed implementation projects for a large 
urban college for PeopleSoft SA and Millennium Library Solution.   

Managed a diverse consulting group of 800 professionals with budgetary 
responsibilities over a budget of $125mm.  Was responsible for hiring 
and mentoring professionals, handling internal as well as external issues 
to acceptable resolutions.  Worked with a number of ERP solutions both 
in selection and implementation for her clients as well as in working for 
an ERP solution provider handling customer inquiries, bug fixes, testing 
for new releases and documentation. 
 
Previous to SDI, started an education division for her employer to teach 
adults programming.  Has written and delivered education programs for 
IBM, Lotus, SSA, and private companies.  Authored articles in trade 
magazines related to programming, management, and operations in an 
IT environment and was a nationally recognized expert and speaker in 
application development, design, and troubleshooting in a variety of 
programming skill sets though she has retired from this in order to focus 
on large scale projects and implementations. 
 

Years of 
Experience: 25+ 
 
Areas of Expertise 
• Project Management 

/ IV&V 

• Staff Development / 
Management 

• Enterprise Resource 
Planning (ERP) 

• Manufacturing 

• Distribution 

• Finance 

• Human Resources 

• Time and 
Attendance 

• Web Applications 

• PeopleSoft SA 

• Program Design 

• Testing and Quality 
Assurance 

• Training Design, 
Development and 
Delivery 

 

 
Certifications 
• Project Management 

Professional (PMP) 
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Professional Experience 
Illinois State Highway Toll Authory – IV&V Services (01/2010 – 
Present) 
Functional Analyst 
 
• Worked with client and vendor personnel to complete final closeout 

for TRMMP (RITE) software implementation 

• Managed and supported key initiatives within the client organization 

• Oversaw regular meetings with client and vendors 

• Participated in testing of application components prior to release 

• Participated in application documentation review and feedback 

• Supported client in managing support, enhancement, and warranty 
items related to TRMMP (RITE) 

 

Virgin Islands Department of Education – IT Consulting Services 
(02/2008 – Present) 
Project Manager  
• Oversaw installation of WAN to support connectivity of 53 locations 

on St. Thomas, St. John, and St. Croix 

• Direct work tasks for various teams working on the on e-rate 
services 

• Provide project reporting to project sponsor (weekly, monthly, 
governance) 

• Manage resources and budgets for the project 

• Interface with vendors on products and designs for solutions being 
provided 

• Provide information and paperwork for USAC in support of E-Rate 
funding 

• Complete and submit service provider forms to the SLD 

• Provide E-rate support to applicant on Item 21 preparation and all 
technology related questions (based on E-Rate compliance 
regulations) 

RISE Group – CRM Re-deploment (03/2009 – June 2009) 
Functional Analyst/ Training Specialist 
• Reviewed and documented findings for LexisNexis InterAction CRM 

solution currently deployed 

• Assisted project team in the re-deployment of the solution advising 
them on best practices when using a CRM solution 

• Interviewed client staff to assess current skill set with InterAction 
and general CRM concepts 

• Prepared project related documents 

• Assisted with the preparation of training documents for the 
redeployment 
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Illinois State Highway Toll Authory – IV&V Services (11/2008 – 
April 2009) 
Functional Analyst 
• Reviewed, validated, verified, and documented the Implementation 

process and System Functionality of the TRMMP (Tollway Revenue 
Management and Maintenance Program) 

• Interviewed client and vendor staff as part of the validation process 

• Reviewed project documents and processes for contract compliance 

New Orleans Recovery School District (RSD) – IT Consulting 
Services (09/2007 – 11/2007) 
Project Manager  
• Oversaw support changes to the IT Customer Service area  

• Increased the number of support personnel and set standard 
support hours for each of the 37 schools within the district 
(excluding charter schools) 

• Performed site visits and met with Principals in order to assess the 
needs of the each school with a primary focus on IT support 

• Provided regular communications on basic technology tips for 
different groups within the RSD 

• Provided a forum for feedback and information sharing within the IT 
support organization. 

• Prepared Final Report outlining observations made by SDI and 
recommendations and suggestions for continued improvements 

City Colleges of Chicago (10/2002 – 06/2007) 
Project Manager, Director of Student Applications 
• Project Manager for the implementation of PeopleSoft Student 

Administration 8.0 for a large Urban College performing IV&V tasks 
including management of multiple vendors on the project, software and 
system validation, and training validation 

• Management and support of Student Services Applications for a large 
Urban College 

• Oversaw RFP process for the selection and successful implementation of 
a Library Management solution for 7 libraries. 

• Oversaw upgrades and support Blackboard Learning system application 
used for on-line and distance learning class content delivery 

• Selection and implementation of a Gift Certificate program that allows 
friends and family to give gift certificates as gifts that can be used 
towards tuition and fees 

• Support for online registration and payment applications for all students.  
This includes teaching advisors and faculty how to use the application in 
their advisement and registration support duties 
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International Academy Of Design and Technology - Schaumburg 
IL Campus (08/2004 – 12/2006) 
Adjunct Faculty 
• Provided instructor-led training of basic Fashion Design classes.  

These classes include lecture, demonstrations, hands-on garment 
creation and mentoring of students enrolled in the fashion design 
program.  Provide training on specialized machinery used in the 
garment industry. 

Whittman-Hart, marchFIRST, Divine – Chicago, IL 
(09/1993 – 05/2003) 
Vice President 
• Management and budget responsibilities for 800 consultants in the 

Chicago office 

• Hiring/firing responsibility for consulting team 

• Wrote and presented proposals for consulting opportunities for all size 
organizations.  Provided sales support to local and regional support 
teams. 

• Project V&V for a variety of Internet, e-commerce, distribution, 
manufacturing, ERP implementations.  This included both purchased and 
custom developed applications.   

• Provided education solutions for clients and our professional resources 
on a variety of application, skills, and programming topics 

• Worked with IBM, Lotus, and Open Market to develop and deliver 
education programs for their products 

• National and local speaking support for industry groups relating to 
application development, project management, security, design, etc. 

• Appointed as principal and then Vice-President as a result of overall 
contributions and visionary ideas for growth and employee retention 
within the firm 

• Managed and participated on development teams creating e-Commerce 
and web applications using Lotus Domino, IBM Web Sphere, and 
packaged solutions. 

• Managed development of web-sites from initial design through quality 
assurance and user acceptance. 

SSA - Chicago, IL – Education/BMR Team  
(03/1991 – 10/1993) 
Manager 
• BMR support team lead for Technology and System applications.  This 

required the review of all customer requests our software solution as 
well as reported issues.  Tested corrections and enhancements before 
they were released to the public 

• Designed, wrote, and delivered training for software modules for each 
new release 
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Whittman-Hart, Lakeview Technology – Lombard, IL  
(03/1985 – 03/1991) 
Manager 
• Started an education division to teach application development, database 

design, programming, and operations training on IBM midrange solutions 

• Wrote and delivered over 15 training courses covering all facets of 
programming and application development for adults taught in a 
classroom environment 

• Prepared materials and starred in training videos for programming and 
database design 

• Managed all elements for the education division including personnel, 
training schedules, sales support, training assignments, staff 
development, and advertising 

• Provided programming and implementation support for clients as 
needed. 

• Provided sales support for local and regional opportunities 

Klockit, Lake Geneva, WI  
(08/1985 – 03/1986) 
Director of IT 
• Managed the IT department for a manufacturing and catalog distribution 

company.  Responsible for operations and application development 
activities.  Managed a staff of 6 professionals. 

Andes Candies – Delavan WI – (10/1971 – 08/1985) 
Programmer/ Analyst, Operator, Clerk  
• Provided programming, application and operations support. 

• Performed payroll and accounts payable tasks as directed 

• Supported credit and accounts receivable functions as directed 

• Supported customer service and processed orders as directed 

Education 
• BFA – Fashion Design – International Academy of Design and 

Technology 
• Master of Online Training Certificate – ION – University of Illinois – 

Springfield 
• SLD sponsored training 
• Funds for Learning online E-Rate training 
 

Certifications 
Lotus Notes for AS/400 
Project Management Professional (PMP) 
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Skills 
Operating Systems 
• AS/400 

Software 
Development 
• Custom Application 

Development 

• Lotus Notes 

• Customizations to 
BPCS, JDEdwards 

Software 
• PeopleSoft SA 

• Lotus Notes 

• BPCS (SSA) 

• JDEdwards 

• Lexus-Nexus 
Interaction 

• RITE (Electronic 
Toll Collection) 

Programming 
Languages 
• RPG 
• CL 
• Java 
 
 
 
 

Training Design, Development & Delivery  
• Functional (ERP, Student Systems, Library management, ERP) 

• Technical (Database design, application design, Lotus Notes, 
AS/400 Operations, SQL, RPG/400, CL/400) 
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Miglyn Nahyll Rivera  
6050 Carr 844 Apt 5 

San Juan, PR 00926-7815           

Team Lead
Engineering Project Manager 

Process Improvement Engineer - Quality Engineer 

Solution-focus, multifaceted bilingual Industrial Engineer executive, demonstrating expertise in Quality, 
Automation and Project Management positions within the Pharmaceutical, Construction, and Banking industries. 
Proactive and assertive professional with the ability to prioritize, evaluate, and identify cost effective solutions for 
applicable project design. Proven record of success in Reengineering, Productivity, and Cost Control projects 
among others. Strong exposure to business management acquiring a wider vision and developing excellent 
communications and people skills at all corporate levels. 
 
Technical Skills: Microsoft Office (any version) Power Point, Excel, Outlook, Microsoft Project, Visio, Minitab  
Lotus 1-2-3, TRISM, Teller Commercial, Citrix (basic). 
 
Engineering Skill:  Process automation, OSHA Certification, GMP Certification, Lean Six Sigma Green Belt and 
DMAIC expert, PM Certification Course. 
 

Core Competences  
 Result &Teamwork Oriented 
 High sense of responsibility  
 Assertiveness 
 Proactive Leadership 
 Practical Problem Solving 
 Product & Process Quality 

Assurance 

 Self-starter & Adaptable 
 Perfectionist 
 Organizational and Time Management Skills 
 Dedicated  
 Creative Thinker  
 Statistical Process Control  
 Feasible Time Management  
 
 

Achievements  
 

 Assigned to a $4.5MM project for the automation of teller platforms across all branches reducing 
margin of error and improving processes. 

 Automated the ACH process reducing filing tasks by 85%. 
 Improve productivity by 40% designing and implementing a new layout using 5S in the Quality 

Control Receiving Inspection Area. 
 Identified in the Call Center projects a 30% of errors in the management procedures.  
 Implemented a massive restructuration modifying systems, work schedules, and designed a 

Universal Teller obtaining the following results: Reduced turnover rate from 38% to 5%. Increased 
the attention level to 95%; increased schedule adherence to 100% and reduced ASA to 30 seconds. 

 Reduced payment process steps from 24 to 4 for balance cancellations.  
 Developed IRA modules which included 3 dedicated transaction screens. 
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Miglyn Nahyll Rivera  
6050 Carr 844 Apt 5 

San Juan, PR 00926-7815      
     

Cellular (787) 347-0992                                                Page 2    email: mnahyll@yahoo.com 
Professional Experience 

Cybertech Solution Group, Inc., Hato Rey, PR             January 2010 – October 2010  
Project Manager        
(Consultant) 

 Managed a cross functional group of government agencies including Homeland Security, FEMA, Agencia 
Estatal para el Manejo de Emenrgencias y Administracion de Desastres (AEMEAD), Police and Fire Dept. 
of Puerto Rico to develop a Personnel Management Credentialing System (PMCS). (Project is under the 
implementation stage). Researched & investigated applicable government regulations and collected each 
agency custom needs that determined software minimum user and functional requirements. Conducted a 
computer system validation in order to ensure that the application performed as required and comply with 
its regulations. Presented and exposed the application during the “Convencion Annual de Manejo de 
Emergencia de Puerto Rico” resulting in a contract extension among different municipalities to add the 
application to their emergency systems.   

 Managed a group of programmers to develop different types of applications. Created detailed work plans, 
functional requirements, organized weekly meetings and status reports (scorecards). Support the team with 
the project tasks and documentation resulting in a constant project task on time completion. 

 Managed small systems implementation projects with Open Mobile and Doral Bank IT departments.  
 
Doral Bank, Inc., Hato Rey, PR   (Restructuration Process)         June 2007 – November 2010  
Project Lead         (2008-2010) 
Manager Trainee         (2007 – 2008) 
Responsible for planning, coordination, developing, implementing and improving the Operational and Quality 
Control Procedures by studying process flowcharts of the different areas from the company. 

 
 Optimized operational processes using Six Sigma and DMAIC methodology in Business Operations to 

improve customer service in 35 branches relating over 900 associates. Designed, validated and implemented 
a FED complaint software application that simplified and converted all transactions from a manual entry to 
automated electronics transactions.  Re-designed customer and internal transaction forms to optimize the 
overall process (customer and teller data entry), resulting in a 40% customer complaints reduction,  98% 
transaction efficiency improvement and a total cost savings of $150,000.00. 

 Created a cancelation balance standard work flow and automatic process for Doral Mortgage department.  
 Resolved internal customer’s complaints by evaluating their needs, determining problem root causes, and 

developing cost effective solutions according to the department and corporate objectives. 
 Collaborated and improved quality process, using collected data from the different departments and applying 

problem-solving technique, such as 5S, kaizen lean methods, etc.  
 Managed customer complaints about the quality of the process or final product, allocate resources based on 

the problem's source. This includes working with process department, IT, sales and purchasing, as well as 
going to the different suppliers. 

 Reported bi-weekly scorecards, status, presentations and one pagers of the projects achievement to upper 
management. 

 Supported quality inspectors to ensure products and processes comply with the relevant requirements of the 
quality management system. 

 Oversees complete projects from concept design, documentation, feasibility analysis, vendor negotiations, 
team creation, and implementation. 

 Responsible and conduct audits, including closing out audit findings, creating reports and determine proper 
corrective and preventive actions. 

 Managed supplier’s performance and conduct audits. Ensure timely resolution of supplier failure, corrective 
and preventive actions. 
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 Provides counseling and assists departments in capability analysis providing possible immediate solutions.  
 Member of the Project Management Team providing corporate support to Operations, Mortgage and Banking 

divisions. 
 Worked in numerous complex projects such as Call Center Reengineering developing all documentation, processes, 

flow charts, and scorecards. Developed proposal for new IVR (options menu) 

Boston Scientific Puerto Rico, Dorado, PR                                   Jan – June 2007                    
Industrial Engineer Intern 
 Responsible for redesigning the QCRI area. Worked with the Lean Sigma Team to find areas of opportunity 

in the Manufacturing, Materials, Engineering, Maintenance and Warehouse departments.   
 Managed the interface with Engineering and Operations to ensure transfer to Production of the new products 

and materials area in accordance with approved data. 
 Developed different analyses including capabilities and bottle necks in the inspection area. 
 Improved the process reducing walking distance by 30% and lead time by 20%.  

HOT General Contractors, Inc., Carolina, PR                                  Feb 2005 – June 2007                    
Project Manager 
 Managed daily operations and the development of residential, commercial, and industrial projects for a 

construction company with 30 employees. 
 Selected and recruited personnel prepared budget, cost estimates, and material purchases.  

 
Special Projects 
 

Cemex Concretos, Guaynabo, P.R.        Jan – May 2007  
Industrial Engineer Intern  

Optimization and Simulation for the plant process daily improvements: 
 Responsible and Evaluate the existing system obtaining sample data for testing performance and efficiency 

of available resources. 
Managed, recommended and improved work schedule and created a new simulation using suggestions 
 
Inter American University of P.R.        2006 – 2007  
Fundraising Team Leader (Engineering Department) 

Project involved the launch of a new automobile model including special sales events, fund raising and conferences 
for the SAE (Society of Automotive Engineers) 
 

Education 
University of Phoenix, Hato Rey, Puerto Rico 
Masters in Business Administration, Major in Global Management, GPA: 3.50 
 
Inter American University, School of Engineering, Bayamón, Puerto Rico 
Bachelors of Science, Major in Industrial Engineering, GPA: 3.30, Honor Program Member 
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Team Lead 

Solution-focus, multifaceted bilingual Industrial Engineer executive, demonstrating expertise in Quality, 
Automation and Project Management positions within the Pharmaceutical, Construction, and Banking industries. 
Proactive and assertive professional with the ability to prioritize, evaluate, and identify cost effective solutions for 
applicable project design. Proven record of success in Reengineering, Productivity, and Cost Control projects 
among others. Strong exposure to business management acquiring a wider vision and developing excellent 
communications and people skills at all corporate levels. 

Technical Skills: Microsoft Office (any version) Power Point, Excel, Outlook, Microsoft Project, Visio, Minitab 
Lotus 1-2-3, TRISM, Teller Commercial, Citrix (basic). 

Engineering Skill: Process automation, OSHA Certification, GMP Certification, Lean Six Sigma Green Belt and 
DMAIC expert, PM Certification Course. 

Core Competences 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Result &Teamwork Oriented 
High sense of responsibility 
Assertiveness Proactive 
Leadership Practical 
Problem Solving Product & 
Process Quality Assurance 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Self-starter & Adaptable 
Perfectionist 
Organizational and Time Management Skills 
Dedicated 
Creative Thinker 
Statistical Process Control 
Feasible Time Management 

Achievements 

 
 
 

Assigned to a $4.5MM project for the automation of teller platforms across all branches reducing 
margin of error and improving processes. 
Automated the ACH process reducing filing tasks by 85%. 
Improve  productivity  by  40%  designing  and  implementing a  new  layout  using 5S  in  the  
Quality 
Control Receiving Inspection Area. 
Identified in the Call Center projects a 30% of errors in the management procedures. 
Implemented    a    massive    restructuration    modifying    systems,    work    schedules,    and    
designed    a 
Universal Teller obtaining the following results: Reduced turnover rate from 38% to 5%. Increased 
the attention level to 95%; increased schedule adherence to 100% and reduced ASA to 30 seconds. 
Reduced payment process steps from 24 to 4 for balance cancellations. 
Developed IRA modules which included 3 dedicated transaction screens. 
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Professional Experience 

Cybertech Solution Group, Inc., Hato Rey, PR January 2010 - October 2010 
Project Manager 
(Consultant) 

■ Managed a cross functional group of government agencies including Homeland Security, FEMA, Agencia 
Estatal para el Manejo de Emenrgencias y Administracion de Desastres (AEMEAD), Police and Fire Dept. 
of Puerto Rico to develop a Personnel Management Credentialing System (PMCS). (Project is under the 
implementation stage). Researched & investigated applicable government regulations and collected each 
agency custom needs that determined software minimum user and functional requirements. Conducted a 
computer system validation in order to ensure that the application performed as required and comply with 
its regulations. Presented and exposed the application during the “Convencion Annual de Manejo de 
Emergencia de Puerto Rico” resulting in a contract extension among different municipalities to add the 
application to their emergency systems. 

■ Managed a group of programmers to develop different types of applications. Created detailed work plans, 
functional requirements, organized weekly meetings and status reports (scorecards). Support the team with 
the project tasks and documentation resulting in a constant project task on time completion. 

■ Managed small systems implementation projects with Open Mobile and Doral Bank IT departments. 

Doral Bank, Inc., Hato Rey, PR (Restructuration Process) June 2007 - November 2010 
Project Lead (2008-2010) 
Manager Trainee (2007 - 2008) 
Responsible for planning, coordination, developing, implementing and improving the Operational and Quality 
Control Procedures by studying process flowcharts of the different areas from the company. 

■ Optimized operational processes using Six Sigma and DMAIC methodology in Business Operations to 
improve customer service in 35 branches relating over 900 associates. Designed, validated and implemented 
a FED complaint software application that simplified and converted all transactions from a manual entry to 
automated electronics transactions. Re-designed customer and internal transaction forms to optimize the 
overall process (customer and teller data entry), resulting in a 40% customer complaints reduction, 98% 
transaction efficiency improvement and a total cost savings of $150,000.00. 

■ Created a cancelation balance standard work flow and automatic process for Doral Mortgage department. 
■ Resolved internal customer’s complaints by evaluating their needs, determining problem root causes, and 

developing cost effective solutions according to the department and corporate objectives. 
■ Collaborated and improved quality process, using collected data from the different departments and applying 

problem-solving technique, such as 5S, kaizen lean methods, etc. 
■ Managed customer complaints about the quality of the process or final product, allocate resources based on 

the problem's source. This includes working with process department, IT, sales and purchasing, as well as 
going to the different suppliers. 

■ Reported bi-weekly scorecards, status, presentations and one pagers of the projects achievement to upper 
management. 

■ Supported quality inspectors to ensure products and processes comply with the relevant requirements of the 
quality management system. 

■ Oversees complete projects from concept design, documentation, feasibility analysis, vendor negotiations, 
team creation, and implementation. 

■ Responsible and conduct audits, including closing out audit findings, creating reports and determine proper 
corrective and preventive actions. 

■ Managed supplier’s performance and conduct audits. Ensure timely resolution of supplier failure, corrective 
and preventive actions. 
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■ Provides counseling and assists departments in capability analysis providing possible immediate solutions. 
■ Member of the Project Management Team providing corporate support to Operations, Mortgage and Banking 

divisions. 
■ Worked in numerous complex projects such as Call Center Reengineering developing all documentation, processes, 

flow charts, and scorecards. Developed proposal for new IVR (options menu) 

Boston Scientific Puerto Rico, Dorado, PR Jan - June 2007 
Industrial Engineer Intern 

- Responsible for redesigning the QCRI area. Worked with the Lean Sigma Team to find areas of opportunity 
in the Manufacturing, Materials, Engineering, Maintenance and Warehouse departments. 

■ Managed the interface with Engineering and Operations to ensure transfer to Production of the new products 
and materials area in accordance with approved data. 

■ Developed different analyses including capabilities and bottle necks in the inspection area. 
■ Improved the process reducing walking distance by 30% and lead time by 20%. 

HOT General Contractors, Inc., Carolina, PR Feb 2005 - June 2007 
Project Manager 

- Managed daily operations and the development of residential, commercial, and industrial projects for a 
construction company with 30 employees. 

■ Selected and recruited personnel prepared budget, cost estimates, and material purchases. 

Special Projects 

Cemex Concretos, Guaynabo, P.R Jan - May 2007 
Industrial Engineer Intern 
Optimization and Simulation for the plant process daily improvements: 
■ Responsible and Evaluate the existing system obtaining sample data for testing performance and efficiency 

of available resources. 
Managed, recommended and improved work schedule and created a new simulation using suggestions 

Inter American University of P.R. 2006 - 2007 
Fundraising Team Leader (Engineering Department) 
Project involved the launch of a new automobile model including special sales events, fund raising and conferences 
for the SAE (Society of Automotive Engineers) 

Education 

University of Phoenix, Hato Rey, Puerto Rico 
Masters in Business Administration, Major in Global Management 

Inter American University, School of Engineering, Bayamón, Puerto Rico 
Bachelors of Science, Major in Industrial Engineering 
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Team Lead 
 
Over 14 years of experience as Project Manager. Successfully developed and managed major complex projects for 
Government Agencies and Municipalities, cost estimating, material procurement, subcontract negotiations and 
administration, maintain, and improve project budgets and schedules. Executive responsibility for financial oversight, 
monthly billing and cost to complete analysis. Submittal reviews, shop drawings, permitting documentation and 
coordination with General Contractors, Engineers and Architects. In addition, responsible for conformity with specs and 
quality assurance. 
 
Demonstrated leadership skills, with ability to organize and manage a multiplicity of details with resourcefulness to 
resolve both technical and non-technical problems. Excellent team and independent worker, focused on reducing costs 
and increasing profitability.  
 
 
PROFESSIONAL SKILLS: 
 
 Planning and implementing projects material and labor costs.  Strong intrapersonal and communication 

skills. 
 Proactive in a fast-paced environment.  Excellent problem-solving skills. 
 Job cost estimating and profitability.   Implemented efficient procedures. 
 Effective negotiator.   Excellent Customer Technical Support. 
 Proficient at organizing and prioritizing tasks.   Quality Commitment. 
 Knowledgeable of Building Codes and OSHA Regulations.  Read, Write, and Speak English & Spanish. 
 
 
PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE 
 
● Project Manager/Management Consulting ( Contract ), 12/10 ~ 6/11 
Security 101, Ft. Lauderdale, FL  
Collaborated with intradepartmental Managers and Senior Executives to implement a company-wide cost 
reduction/optimization plan. 
 Recommended marketing and operation funding prioritization. 
 Implemented product standards for sales and negotiated with vendors discounts and payment plan. 
 Set up drawings for installation layouts with AutoCAD 2010 
 Timeline management scheduling. Project oversight. 
 Enforced Milestones for the projects based on work breakdown structure (WBS) method.  
 
The new procedures were implemented on the following projects: 
 
LOCKHEED MARTIN, $350,000 Project - Retrofit and upgrade Security System 
MIAMI DADE ELECTION BUILDING, $60,000 Project - Renovated Access Control, CCTV and Burglar 
Alarm System 
CORAL GABLES COURT HOUSE, $60,000 Project - Renovated Access Control, CCTV and Burglar Alarm 
System 
US DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH & HUMAN SERVICES, $80,000 Project - New installation of Access 
Control and Burglar at Miami Lakes Headquarter 
ZUMBA FITNESS HEADQUARTERS, $70,000 Project - New installation of Access Control, CCTV and 
Burglar Alarm System 
 
Crew size: 15 in house installation Technicians, 6 subcontractors with 4 crews of 4 men each. 
Improvements in the first month were 10% with an estimated perspective of growth in the next quarter by another 
20%.  
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● Project Manager, 1/09 ~ 12/10 
HYPOWER, Ft. Lauderdale, FL 
Project Management for: 
 
MIAMI INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT, $1 Million Project - 1500 Voice & Data Drops, 68 CCTV Cameras, 500 
Speakers, 28 Access Control Security Doors. Brought in the project from a negative 18% to positive 15%. 
Crew size: 10 Installation Technicians 
PORT EVERGLADES, $90,000 Project - Renovation of 300 Cameras, Fiber Optic Equipment 
Crew size: 4 Installation Technicians 
CITY of MIRAMAR, $45,000 Project - New Facilities Security and Communication System  
Crew size: 4 Installation Technicians 
BROWARD COLLEGE, $45,000 Project - Retrofit and upgrade Security System on campus 
Crew size: 4 Installation Technicians 
CITY of COCONUT CREEK, $60,000 Project - Engineered, retrofitted, and upgrade Security System in several sites  
Crew size: 6 Installation Technicians 
 
Cost estimating, material procurement, subcontract negotiations and administration, develop, maintain, and improve 
project budgets and schedules. Monthly billing and cost to complete analysis. Submittal reviews, shop drawings, 
permitting documentation and coordination with General contractor, Engineering.  
 
 
● Project Manager, 1/07 ~ 1/09 
MAYCOMM TECHNICAL SERVICES, Ft. Lauderdale, FL  
Subcontracted to Hypower; provided services of Project management for the construction of the OFFICE DEPOT  
 
GLOBAL HEADQUARTERS. $3.1 Million Project    
 Provided: Infrastructure coordination, Quality Control, Engineering, Coordinated with General Contractors, 

Project Timeline, Tracked Projects, Equipment orders, Scheduling and Scope of Works.  
 Overall 14000 devices installed for CCTV, Access Control, Audio Video, Fire Alarm, CATV, Voice & Data.  
Crew size: 12 Installation Technicians that responded directly to me for special tasks, 3 Superintendent that had 15 
Forman. 
Project closed with an additional 19% to the original budget. 
 
 
● Project Manager, 1/05 ~ 1/07 
ALL AROUND WELDING/CROW SECURITY, Ft. Lauderdale, FL 
Project Management for: 
Wachovia, Bank of America, Ocean Bank, Total bank, Bank United, Orion Bank. In conjunction $3 million 
Projects 
 Started and finished an average of 250~300 projects in 2006  
 Improved revenue 18% over the year 2005. 
 
Video, Access Control, Alarm, Banking Equipment, Voice & Data. Coordinated with General Contractors and Bank 
Portfolio Manager, the scheduling and completion of the projects. Created and managed project timeline, tracked 
projects, equipment orders, and scope of works. Ensured that objectives were accomplished in accordance with 
outlined. Reviewed sales proposals with Account Managers to ensure equipment, profitability, and customer 
satisfaction. Developed and sustained labor sub-contractor base for projects that were outsourced. Coordinated, 
scheduled, and evaluated installer’s timesheets against jobs cost and profitability. Coordinated documents for 
permits/request inspections. Technical support Customer, Service Technician, and Installers.  
 
 
● Project Manager, System Design & Engineering, 1/04 ~ 1/05 
I.S.T. INOVATION SURVEILLANCE TECHNOLOGY Coral Springs, FL  
Project Management for: 
DEA, INS, FBI, Department of the Treasury, Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms, Home Land 
Security, Police agencies. $1.5 million Project 
 Started and finished an average 150~200 projects 
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 Improving revenue 25% by implanting new procedures. 
 
Researched and developed surveillance equipment for National and International Government Agencies. Planned, 
directed, and coordinated activities. Developed staffing plans, work schedules, and budgets. Analyzed results of 
operations for substantial gains and more efficient utilization of resources.  
 
 
● System Design & Engineering Field Supervisor, 9/99 ~ 1/04 
HOLB SIRRA, Hollywood, FL 
 Integrated electronic systems, Video Surveillance, Access control and Voice & Data 
 Design, Engineered and Supervised high profile installations.  
 Trained customers, Service Technician, and Installers.  
 Coordinated documents for permits/request inspections.  
Accounts: 
 Coscan Constructions (High Rise Buildings 30 stories). 
 Miami Dade Medical Examiners, Miami Dade Transit, Miami Dade Revenue Department, Miami Dade Tag 

Agency, Miami Dade Courts. 
 Broward County School Board Buildings & Schools. 
 Palm Beach School Board Buildings & Schools, I.S.S. Palm Beach. County. 
 Corporate Building Ryders. 
 Corporate Building Assutant Group. 
 Sun Guard Corbel Jacksonville Offices and Miami Offices.  
 Adventure Mall. 
 Cedars Hospitals.  
 Quest Diagnostics. 
 
Field engineered systems improving revenue in 8%from the original estimate.   
 
 
● Project Manager,  3/93 ~ 9/99 
ON GUARD, Buenos Aires, Argentina, Franchise of ON GUARD USA Satellite tracking systems  
 Planned, directed, and coordinated activities of designated projects. 
 Developed staffing plans, Work Schedules, and Budgets.  
 Created and Managed Project timeline,  
 Tracked projects, Equipment orders, and Scope of Work.  
 Ensured that aims, goals, and objectives were accomplished in accordance with outlined priorities and funding.  
 Job cost estimating and profitability.  
 Effectively negotiated contracts with outside vendors.  
 Reviewed project reports and schedule status at each phase.  
 Analyzed results of operations for substantial gains and more efficient utilization of resources. 
 Simultaneously coordinated several projects. 
 
Increased productivity by 43% and reduced costs by 20% through improvements in efficiency.  
 
 
EDUCATION 
 
Electronic Engineering (Bachelors degree) - UTN Universidad Tecnologica Nacion 
 
 
COMPUTER SKILLS  SECURITY CLEARANCES 
 
● AutoCAD 2010.  ● TWIC 
● Microsoft Project  ● MIA, Department Of Homeland Security 

and Customs 
● Microsoft Office  ● Port Everglades 
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● Visio  ● Casinos 
● Adobe Photoshop  ● Broward County Schools 
 
 
RELATED CERTIFICATES/COURSES 
 
● PPN Networking    ● Siemon Factory Certified   
● Managing Multiple Projects ● Leviton Factory Certified  
● Effective Negotiating  ● Uniprise CommScope Factory Certified 
● PM Scheduling ● DMP Factory Certified 
● OSHA 30Hrs Safety ● Panasonic Factory Certified 
● BASAed 0008297   ● GE Factory Certified 
● FASAed 0008294    ● March Networks Factory Certified 
● Surveillance Platform ● Kantech Factory Certified 
● Microsoft Office, Visio, Adobe Photoshop ● S2 Factory Certified 
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4. Internal Connections Scope of Services 

4.1 Introduction 

SDI is pleased to present our proposal to the Department of Education of Puerto Rico (PRDE) for Priority 
2 Internal Connections. All of SDI’s eligible E-Rate services for Internal Connections are in compliance 
with Program requirements as detailed in:  Schools and Libraries Eligible Services List for Funding Year 
2012 – Page 12 through 17.  
 
The SDI Team will include experienced project staff members from SDI as well as our partners in the 
Caribbean and the United States.  Our goal is to comply with all E-Rate and Department requirements 
and standards, while bringing our vast knowledge and expertise in industry best practices for technology 
to this project. 
 
4.2 Scope of Services 

SDI is proposing to provide the Department with Internal Connections as described in Section 6.1 of RFP 
Number: SF (OC) 2011-017 issued February 9th 2012, for approximately 1,546 schools and one data 
center.  The proposed Internal Connections services include: 
 

• Warranties 
• Structured Cabling and Cabinets for Schools and the Central Office 
• School and Central Office network switches 
• School and Central Office UPS 
• Terminal Servers 
 

4.3 Project Management 

SDI’s Project Management Methodology provides a defined, systematic process for planning, directing, 
monitoring, adjusting, and controlling a series of interrelated activities. This process enables our clients 
to achieve agreed-upon objectives under the constraints of budget, time, resources, and technology. A 
full document with SDI’s Project Management approach has been included with this proposal under 
Appendix B. 
 
This Methodology will be used for most installation service areas of the RFP, if applicable. Throughout 
the entire project, SDI will provide a Project Activities Report in order to meet the Department needs 
and expectations, including scope of services, time, cost, and quality management.   
 
 
 
 

http://www.universalservice.org/_res/documents/sl/pdf/ESL_archive/EligibleServicesList-2012.pdf
http://www.universalservice.org/_res/documents/sl/pdf/ESL_archive/EligibleServicesList-2012.pdf
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We understand the importance of tracking project tasks to ensure that they are being performed on a 
timely basis and to agreed-upon Service Levels. The information for these reports will be based on 
standard project documents including: 
 

• Project Plans 
• Project Status 
• Installation Reporting 
 

This information will be reviewed with the Department as required allowing stakeholders to understand 
where we are in the process, any issues or concerns that may impact the equipment, or areas for 
improvement in the delivery of services. 
 
Quality Control Methods and Processes 
 
Quality control management is the discipline that ensures our client’s expectations are met effectively 
and completely. SDI will accomplish this by employing the appropriate management techniques so that 
goals are achieved on time and within budget. The Department and SDI team members will be assigned 
specific Quality Assurance roles and will participate in status meetings, reviews of status reports, issue 
logs and SLA reports, and development of support improvement recommendations.  
 
When appropriate, SDI will utilize certain techniques, including Quality Audits, Pareto Analysis, and 
Review/Rework cycles, to attain the highest quality standards. Lastly, SDI will maintain an Issue Log to 
ensure that action items are assigned, monitored and resolved. Issues could include the need to 
improve support activities, obtain copies of documents, resolve scheduling conflicts, deal with resource 
constraints, etc. 
 
4.4 SDI Installation Process 

• SDI Centralized Installation Management Process – The overall governing process which 
ensures that all requests for installation are received, reviewed, executed. The process begins 
with an agreed-upon install design for cabling, cabinets, UPS and network switches. This design 
is created between the Department’s technical staff and SDI’s Project Lead, Network and Server 
Engineers. Procurement and tracking of equipment will be in the capable hands of the SDI Asset 
Manager who will ensure appropriate quantities are sourced, stocked and accurately accounted 
for at the regional SDI Service Center (Warehouse).   The staffing model will include Team Leads, 
Asset Managers, Network and Server Engineers, Managers and Field Engineers. 

• SDI Service Center – SDI’s Service Center plays the role of sourcing as well as managing 
equipment inventory, including receiving and verifying shipments as well as transferring 
mentioned inventory into the hands of SDI’s Field Engineers for installation. The SDI Service 
Center Manager will use a series of metrics put in place by the Asset Manager to monitor the 
supply chain and ensure expected demand in the coverage area and well as maintain installed 
inventory information. 
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• SDI Installation Process Flow – SDI’s overall philosophy for Installation Process Flow is based on:   

 An “Installation Design and Coordination Partnership” between the SDI Installation 
Management Project Lead as well as the Department’s technical staff and stakeholders. 

 A common sense approach when determining the need to engage stakeholders. 

 Using required installation standards for “all installations” 

 Doing whatever it takes to resolve the problem within the installation process as quickly 
as possible. 

Below are SDI’s typical process flows which provide more detail on the overall Installation process flow 
and SDI’s supply chain management. 
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4.5 Warranties 

All requested equipment and products to be installed must come with a minimum 3-year 
manufacturer’s warranty. 
 
Outlined below are the warranties for the specified equipment: 
 

• The UPS devices have a three (3) year warranty from Eaton. SDI will replace defective units 
installed by SDI within thirty (30) days of installation. 

• Hewlett-Packard 5120-48-PWR POE Ethernet switches come with a lifetime warranty from HP. 
Lifetime is defined as five (5) years after the announcement of end of sale for the product. 
Return Merchandise Authorization (RMA) replacements from HP and firmware updates are free 
for the life of the product. There are no additional costs. SDI will replace defective units within 
30 days of installation.  

• Black Box concentrator cabinets come with a lifetime warranty against defects or failures. 

• Belden Cabling comes with a twenty-five (25) year warranty against failure during normal usage. 

• HP Terminal Servers come with a three (3) year warranty with RMA replacements from HP 

 
4.6 Classroom Wiring Components 

1.  This system shall provide a complete cabling infrastructure system for voice and high speed data 
communication system. Furnish and install complete system consisting of workstation outlets, 
raceways and horizontal pathway systems, horizontal Category 6 or 6 voice and data cabling. 

 
Cabling Specification 

The Belden Category 6 cabling solution meets or exceeds the Department’s specifications as detailed in 
the Division 17, Section 17220 – Communications wire, cable, devices and equipment document. 
Installation and termination hardware will meet or exceed the Department specifications including the 
following. 
 

1. Termination hardware shall be designed with an integral locking mechanism, which upon insertion of 
a modular plug provides maximum pullout strength at the plug/jack interface. 

2. All patch panels shall be 19" rack mountable, 12-port, 24-port or 48-port, T568B wired, 2U maximum. 
All panels must use gas-tight insulation displacement connections capable of accepting 24-AWG solid 
copper conductors. Patch Panels will be hinged (allow 2’ of cable slack for swing of patch panel). 

3. All data jacks shall be RJ-45, T568B wired, made with 94V-O rated thermoplastic. All jacks shall use 
gas-tight insulation displacement connections capable of accepting 24-AWG connectors. 

 
Detailed cabling component specifications are included in Appendix C. 
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School Cabling Services 

The SDI Team will provide the Department with cabling services for the installation and repair of drops 
to the existing cabling infrastructure. This will be done according to the wiring standards currently in 
place at the Department. 
 
2.  Install one (1) drop for each computer or Ethernet device in each of the Department’s schools and 

administrative buildings (approximately 1,500), for up to 100,000 computers and Ethernet devices 
in the Territory. 

 
Cabling Installation 

As part of the Cabling Installation, the SDI Team will perform the following tasks: 
 

• The SDI Team will coordinate with the Department to identify the sites and locations that 
require installation of one (1) CAT6 (category 6) drop for each computer or Ethernet Device in 
each of the Department’s schools and administrative buildings. 

 
• After identifying the location and number of drops, the SDI Team will develop a work order 

accompanied by a work schedule and project plan. 
 

• The installed CAT6 cabling will be supported throughout school and administrative building 
ceilings with “J” hooks or some other form of support to prevent cables from being laid on top 
of ceiling grids or panels of the facility. 

 
• Each drop will be installed with a 2’ service loop for easy maintenance. 
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3. Installation of drops must comply with the following and with the PRDE standard: 
a. PRDE standards: http://dde.pr/erate or http://intraedu.dde.pr/erate 
b. ANSI/TIA/EIA-568-B, Commercial Building Telecommunications Cabling Standard. 
c. ANSI/TIA/EIA-568-B.1, Commercial Building Standard for Telecommunications Cabling Standard 
Part 1 General Requirements, 2001. 
d. ANSI/TIA/EIA-568-B.2, Commercial Building Standard for Telecommunications Cabling Standard 
Part 2, Balanced Twisted Pair. 
e. ANSI/TIA/EIA-569-A, Commercial Building Standard for Telecommunications Pathways and 
Spaces. 
f. ANSI/TIA/EIA-606, Administration Standard for the Telecommunications Infrastructure of 
Commercial Buildings. 
g. ANSI/TIA/EIA-607, Commercial Building Grounding and Bonding Requirements for 
Telecommunications. 

 
The SDI Team will install CAT6 cabling throughout the sites and locations identified by the Department 
according to ANSI cabling standards and any Department standards in place including: 
 

• PRDE Installation Standards 
• ANSI/TIA/EIA-568-B  
• ANSI/TIA/EIA-568-B.1 
• ANSI/TIA/EIA-568-B.2 
• ANSI/TIA/EIA-569-A 
• ANSI/TIA/EIA-606 
• ANSI/TIA/EIA-607 

 
All CAT6 cabling will be installed within the industry standard length of 315’ maximum for proper data 
transmission. 

 
Certification and Testing 

• The SDI Team will certify and test all CAT6 drops. The team will certify that all CAT6 drops will be 
capable of 100 Base-T full duplex data transfer. 

• Testing will be performed using industry standard testing tools that save and produce digital 
readings of CAT6 drop statistics. SDI will deliver electronic copies of scan results, certifying that 
all SDI-installed cabling is within specification.  

 
Labeling 

All CAT6 drops installed by SDI will be labeled according to the Department’s specification in Division 17, 
Section 17220. 
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Documentation 

The SDI Team will supply the Department with the following documentation: 

• Certification documentation after each site is completed 

• Documentation detailing that additional drops have been installed 

• Completed work orders for records and auditing purposes 

4.  In the telecommunications area (MDF, concentrator boxes, etc.), vendors much follow the 
ANSI/EIA standards: 
a. All racks used in MDF rooms or telecommunications closets shall be 7' tall, aluminum or steel 
floor-mounted and have mounting rails for standard 19" equipment. 
b. All racks shall meet the ANSI/EIA 310-D standard and include the universal 1/2" to 5/8” hole 
pattern drilled on the front and rear.  
c. All racks shall be properly grounded and bonded in accordance with ANSI/TIA/EIA-607. 
d. A minimum 6 AWG green conductor shall be used for grounding. 

 
MDF Rooms or Telecommunication Closets Areas 

The SDI Team assumes that MDF cabinets are already in place and will not be adding MDF cabinets as 
specified above. The SDI Team will install concentrator boxes as specified in the RFP.  
 
5.  Install concentrator boxes for approximately every 12 classrooms in approximately 750 schools. 

For schools that are comprised of multiple buildings, vendors will install at least one (1) 
concentrator box for each building, depending on the number of classrooms per building. 

 
Concentrator Box Specification 

The SDI Team is proposing the Black Box Model EWM20U362424, Elite Wallmount Cabinet for the 
concentrator box. The dimensions are 36"H (20U) x 24"W x 24"D as specified in the RFP Q and A. The 
cabinet has the following features: 
 

• Solid Plexiglas door for quiet operation 
• Opens from the front and from the rear for easy access to mounted equipment 
• Supports optional ventilation fans (priced separately) 
• Lifetime warranty against defects from Black Box. 

Detailed specifications are included in Appendix C.  
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Concentrator Box Installation 
 
The SDI Team will install at least one concentrator box per building, depending on the number of 
classrooms per building; throughout approximately 750 schools according to ANSI/EIA standards and 
any Department standards. Wall boxes will be securely mounted with screws and anchors. No adhesive 
will be and proper electrical grounding will be installed. 
 
SDI understands the Department’s desire to provide quality CAT6 cabling in their schools. SDI’s pricing is 
based on the quantities specified in the RFP. The SDI Team will install concentrator boxes in the most 
optimal locations as described below. 
 

• Concentrator Boxes will be installed near an existing power source 

• Concentrator Boxes will be installed centrally so that the maximum number of drops are within 
the 100 meter limit for CAT6 cabling. 

• Existing Concentrator Boxes will be used where appropriate if space is available. SDI will not 
reuse existing patch panels in order to maintain the warranty of SDI provided cabling. SDI will 
ensure proper grounding. 

 
The SDI Team believes that this is the most efficient and economical approach to provide the maximum 
value to the Department. 
 
6.  For switch interconnections (Backbone) use: 

a. UTP Cat 6 
b. FiberOptic 

 
Switch Interconnection Installation 
 
The SDI Team will install, CAT6 and Fiber Optic cabling for switch interconnections (Backbone) 
throughout the sites and locations identified by the Department according to ANSI/EIA standards and 
any Department standards. SDI will install concentrator boxes in such a way as to limit the number of 
more expensive fiber optic installations. Although the quantity of fiber optic interconnections is not 
known at this time, a pricing formula will be included in Section 5. The fiber optic cabling proposed will 
meet or exceed the Department’s specifications stated in Division 17, Section 17220. 
 
Cabling, Rack and Concentrator Box Installation Assumptions 

• No personnel other than the SDI Team will perform any installation of cable drops, racks or 
concentrator boxes at the same location. SDI will not warrant cabling provided by others. 

• Access to all sites will be made available by the Department upon reasonable, advance notice. 

• SDI assumes that existing electrical service and building construction are properly grounded as 
they will be used to ground the concentrator box. 
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• Any electrical work that is not E-Rate eligible is excluded from this contract. 

• Any services outside of the scope of this contract will require separate funding 

• Removal of existing cabinets is not within the scope of this contract. 

• The Department will provide the SDI Team with all required access i.e. keys or lock 
combinations, etc. 

4.7 School Network Switches 

1.  One Ethernet switch for each concentrator box, 48-port 10/100/1000 Mbps models + 2 SFP, with 
or without IEEE 802.3af PoE. 

 
Ethernet Switch Specification 

To meet the requirements of this RFP, SDI is proposing the Hewlett Packard (HP) model HP 5120-48G-
PoE Part number JE071A with the following features. 
 

• 48 RJ-45 autosensing 10/100/1000 PoE ports(IEEE 802.3 Type 10BASE-T, IEEE 802.3u Type 
100BASE-TX, IEEE 802.3ab Type 1000BASE-T, IEEE 802.3af PoE); Media Type: Auto-MDIX; 
Duplex: 10BASE-T/100BASE-TX: half or full; 1000BASE-T: full only 

• 4 SFP ports for installation in the schools and the central office 

• 48 dedicated 10/100/1000 ports and in addition 4 SFP ports 

• Full SNMP management and Web-based management or command line.  

• Configuration files are copied to Flash memory on the device as well as backup copies. 
Configuration files may be transferred using Secure FTP so mass updates can be done easily.  

• Lifetime hardware and software warranty. HP will RMA replace defective units or SFPs for the 
life of the product (5 years after end of sale). Firmware updates will be available from the HP 
website at no charge for the life of the product. Software maintenance contracts such as 
SMARTnet are not needed. 

• Standard IEEE 802.3af as well as POE+ is supported 

• Support for 10 Gigabit SFPs for future high speed requirements 
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Detailed specifications for this switch are included in Appendix C. Below is an image of the front of the 
unit. Note that all units come with 4 SFPs standard. 

 
Security Features for the Department 

Based on the SDI Team’s extensive experience with support and installation of networks in the K-12 
environment, SDI will implement advanced security features included in this device as described below. 
 

• Broadcast Control – A virus infected PC can disrupt the network by “broadcasting” garbage 
data. This feature will control the impact of this garbage data. 

• STP BPDU port protection – This feature blocks unauthorized switches or hub that a user may 
try to install. Unauthorized switches, if installed incorrectly. can cause wide spread disruptions 
to a Local Area Network. 

• DHCP control – An unauthorized or incorrectly configured server can present a second DHCP 
source and prevent users from accessing the network. This feature will block unauthorized 
DHCP traffic. 

 
School Network Switch Installations 

The SDI Team and the Department will determine an agreed-upon configuration and network device 
operating system (IOS) prior to deployment of any equipment. Network equipment will be configured 
based on these standards. 
  
The SDI Team will recommend a testing plan that will be instituted upon approval from the Department 
and the reported findings will be submitted to the SDI Management Team and the Department. The 
steps below will be used in order to test connection of the network devices: 

• Confirm the serial number, the Department Asset Tag number, location and device name 

• Confirm that every new switch has an IP address that conforms to the assigned range of the 
school 

• Confirm that the default gateway is configured correctly for the school 

• Verify connection to an external Internet site such as www.microsoft.com for devices on the 
network. 

• Confirm SNMP data is reachable 

 
  

http://www.microsoft.com/
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 The SDI Team will perform the following as part of our installation scope: 
 

• Device naming, labeling and asset tagging (electronic and physical) 
• Module installation for connection to existing switches 
• Patch cable installation connecting to patch panel 
• Documentation of installation include updated Visio diagram 
• Testing of switch device (direct access and remote management access) 
• Rack/cabinet mounting of each switch device 

 
School Network Switches Installation Assumptions 

• No non-SDI personnel will perform any installation of network switches without prior 
notification to SDI. 

• SDI will only be responsible for the switches installed by SDI. SDI will interface new switches with 
existing switches as directed by the Department. Configuration and troubleshooting of the 
existing switch will be done by others.  

• Access to all sites will be made available by the Department upon reasonable, advance notice. 

• Any services outside of the scope of this contract will require separate funding. 

• The Department is responsible for the disposal of all removed equipment 

• The Department will provide the SDI Team with all access information for the equipment 
including IP addresses, security codes, passwords, keys or lock combinations, etc. 

• The Department will give the SDI Team a notice of at least 48 hours for a switch installation. This 
will give the SDI Team adequate time to prepare the switch device and have a 24-hour burn-in 
phase before installation. 

 
2.  One UPS 2700 Watts / 3000VA per concentrator box 

a. Input 120V / Output 120V interface 
b. Six outlets 
c. Rack height 2U 

 
UPS Specification  

SDI is proposing UPS Model 5P3000RTN manufactured by Eaton. This model meets the power, capacity 
and size requirements of the RFP and has SMNP management built-in at no additional cost.  
 
The Department has specified a concentrator box with the dimensions of 36x24x24. Unfortunately UPS 
units of this size will not fit within a depth of 24 inches. SDI will also propose a larger concentrator box 
with the same features but the next larger size is more expensive. SDI believes the best value for the 
Department is a slightly smaller UPS to fit in the existing and future 36x24x24 cabinets. 
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SDI recommends the Eaton model 5P2200RTN with the following features.  
 

• 1920 watts, 1950VA 

• 8 outlets (rather than 6 specified in the RFP) 

• Built-in SNMP management at no additional cost 

• 3 year warranty on electronics and batteries from the manufacturer 

• Both units have hot swappable batteries for easy replacement or repair after the warranty 
expires 

The battery runtime between the 3000VA and 1950VA units for the HP 5120-48G-PoE switch specified in 
this proposal, with 24 POE ports used is negligible.  
 
Detailed specifications for both units are included in Appendix C.  
   
UPS Installation 

The SDI Team will install at least one UPS per concentrator box with the specifications identified in the 
RFP. 
 
UPS Installation Assumptions 

• No non-SDI personnel will perform any installation of UPS units without prior notification to  SDI 

• SDI assumes there is sufficient power available for installed UPS units 

• No additional units are planned for installation based on the RFP 

• Access to all sites will be made available by the Department upon reasonable, advance notice 

• Any services outside of the scope of this contract will require separate funding 

• The Department is responsible for the disposition of all removed or retired UPS equipment 

• The Department will give the SDI Team a notice of at least 48 hours for a UPS installation. This 
will give the SDI Team adequate time to prepare the switch device and have a 24-hour burn-in 
phase before installation. 

 
3. Industry standard management and configuration module. 
 
SNMP Management is built-in at no additional cost. 
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4.8 DOE Central Office – Network Switches 

1.  150 Ethernet switches, 48-port 10/100/1000 Mbps models + 4 SFP, with IEEE 802.3af PoE. 

Switch Specifications 

To meet the requirements of the DOE Central Office, SDI is proposing the Hewlett Packard (HP) model 
HP 5120-48G-PoE Part number JE071A with the following features. 
 

• 48 RJ-45 autosensing 10/100/1000 PoE ports(IEEE 802.3 Type 10BASE-T, IEEE 802.3u Type 
100BASE-TX, IEEE 802.3ab Type 1000BASE-T, IEEE 802.3af PoE); Media Type: Auto-MDIX; 
Duplex: 10BASE-T/100BASE-TX: half or full; 1000BASE-T: full only 

• 4 SFP ports for installation in the schools and the central office 

• Please note that this switch offers 48 dedicated 10/100/1000 ports and in addition 4 SFP ports 

• Full SNMP management as well as Web based management or command line.  

• Configuration files are copied to Flash memory on the device as well as backup copies. 
Configuration files may be transferred using Secure FTP so mass updates can be done easily.  

• Lifetime hardware and software warranty. HP will RMA replace defective units or SFPs for the 
life of the product (5 years after end of sale). Firmware updates will be available from the HP 
website at no charge for the life of the product. Software maintenance contracts such as 
SMARTnet are not needed. 

• Standard IEEE 802.3af as well as POE+ is supported 

• Support for 10 Gigabit SFPs for future high speed requirements 
 
Detailed specifications for this switch are included in Appendix C. 
 
DOE Central Office Network Switch Installation 

All Department Central Office network equipment within the scope of services will be configured based 
on the standards defined by the Department. The SDI Team and the Department will determine an 
agreed upon configuration and network device operating system (IOS) prior to deployment of any 
equipment.  
  
The SDI Team will recommend a testing plan that includes testing every connection on installed Central 
Office network devices. The testing procedure will be instituted upon approval from the Department by   
SDI‘s Quality Assurance Team and the reported findings will be submitted to the SDI Management Team 
and the Department. The steps below will be used in order to test connection of the network devices: 
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• Confirm the serial number, the Department Asset Tag number, location and device name 

• Confirm that every network device has an IP address that conforms to the assigned range of the 
school 

• Confirm that the default gateway is configured correctly for the school 

• Verify connection back to the central office core router(assuming there is one within the 
topology) 

• Verify connection to an external Internet site such as www.microsoft.com for devices on the 
network if applicable. 

 
The SDI Team will perform the following as part of our installation scope: 
 

• Device naming, labeling and asset tagging(electronic and physical) 
• Module installation for connection to existing switches 
• Patch cable installation connecting to patch panel 
• Documentation of installation, including asset information and updated Visio diagram 
• Testing of switch device (direct access and remote management access) 
• Rack/ cabinet mounting each switch device 

 
PRDE Central Office Network Switches Installation Assumptions 

• No Department personnel will perform any installation of Central Office network switches 
without prior notification to SDI. 

• All equipment is properly tagged and inventoried. 

• All equipment information is available for review (i.e. service history, warranty, open 
maintenance requests, etc.) 

• No additional units are planned for installation based on the RFP 

• Access to the Central Office will be made available by the Department upon reasonable, 
advance notice 

• Any services outside of the scope of this contract will require separate funding 

• The Department is responsible for the disposition of all removed equipment to include Ethernet 
cables, patch cords, fiber connectors, servers, tape drives and network devices 

• The Department will provide the SDI Team with all access information for the equipment 
including IP addresses, security codes, passwords, keys or lock combinations, etc. 

• SDI assumes there is sufficient space in existing equipment racks within the Central Office for 
the specified additional switches and patch panels. If additional racks are needed they will be 
priced separately. 

http://www.microsoft.com/
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• The Department will give the SDI Team a notice of at least 48 hours for a switch installation 
within the Central Office. This will give the SDI Team adequate time to prepare the switch device 
and have a 24-hour burn-in phase before installation. 

 
2.  300 GBIC SX-Multimode 
 
SDI is proposing the HP X120 1G SFP LC SX Transceiver to meet this requirement. Detailed specifications 
and included in Appendix C. 
 
SDI Team will provide and install up to 300 GBIC SX-Multimode connectors based on agreed upon 
specifications and design between the Department and SDI. 
 
3.  300 Fiber Optic patch cord LC Multimode 
 
SDI Team will provide and install up to 300 LC Multimode Fiber Optic patch cords where the required 
length is 15 feet as per the response to SDI’s question in the Q and A. Installation will be based on 
agreed-upon specifications and design between the Department and SDI. 
 
4. 10  Access Points (Cisco or equivalent) 
 
To ensure compatibility with the existing environment, SDI is proposing the Cisco AIR-AP1242G-A-K9 
access point.  
 
Access Point Configuration and Installation 

The SDI Team will install ten (10) additional access points in the DOE’s Central Office. The SDI Team will 
follow the current configuration design that is provided by the Department and make recommendations 
where appropriate. Our goal is to maintain an easy to follow standard across the network. Closeout 
documentation will consist of the following: 

• Access Point Location 
• Access Point IP address, asset tag and serial number 
• Frequency channel being initially used by each Access point 
• Wireless LAN controller configuration files. 
• Connectivity testing results 

 
Wireless access will be configured with industry standard authentication methods or using any method 
currently in place in the network. 
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Central Office Wireless Access Point Installation Assumptions 

• SDI assumes that the Central Office already has Cisco access points in the environment. SDI will 
not mix different makes of access points on the same environment as compatibility cannot be 
guaranteed. If the environment is not Cisco, SDI will provide a compatible model at the same 
price.  

• No non-SDI personnel will perform any access point installation within the Central Office 
without prior notification to SDI. 

• Access to areas within the Central Office will be made available upon reasonable, advance 
notice. 

• The Department is responsible for the disposal of all removed or retired equipment. 

• The Department will provide the SDI Team with all access information for the equipment 
including IP addresses, security codes, passwords, keys or lock combinations, etc. 

• New equipment being installed will be properly asset tagged in accordance with the 
Department’s current asset tagging method. 

• Currently installed access points have been configured with proper frequency planning and 
there are no instances of “self-interference”. 

• Floor Plans with existing Access point locations will be made available 

• The SDI Team will have access to all locations where existing and additional access points 
are/will be located. 

5.  20 UPS 2700 Watts / 3000VA 
a. Input 120V / Output 120V interface 
b. Six outlets – minimum 
c. Rack height 2U 

 
Equipment Specification 

To meet the requirements of this RFP, SDI is proposing UPS Model  ]5P3000RTN manufactured by Eaton. 
This model meets the power, capacity and size requirements of the RFP and has SMNP management 
built-in at no additional cost.  
 
Central Office UPS Installation 

The SDI Team will provide and install up to twenty (20) UPS devices within the Department’s Central 
Office with the specifications identified in the RFP. SDI will install UPS units within existing equipment 
cabinets or new E-Rate funded cabinets upon the direction of the Department. 
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Central Office UPS Installation Assumptions 

• No Department personnel will perform any installation of UPS units within the Central Office 
without prior notification to SDI. 

• SDI assumes there is sufficient power available for installed UPS units 

• Access to all areas within the Central Office will be made available by the Department upon 
reasonable, advance notice 

• Any services outside of the scope of this contract will require separate funding 

• The Department is responsible for the disposition of all removed UPS equipment 

• The Department will give the SDI Team a notice of at least 48 hours for a UPS installation.  

 
6.  Industry standard management and configuration module 
 
SNMP Management is built-in at no additional cost. 
 
4.9 Terminal Servers and Software 

Terminal Servers for 3 classrooms (with approximately 25 computers per classroom) in up to 750 
schools. Each server should meet the following specifications (or equivalents): 
 
Equipment Specification 

SDI is proposing the HP MultiSeat ms6200 with the following features. 
 

• Intel Core i7 2600 processor 
• 8GB memory 
• 500GB hard drive 
• 1 Gb/s NIC 

To meet the requirement of three (3) classrooms with approximately 25 computers in each classroom, 
Hewlett Packard recommends 6 ms6200 servers per school at up to 750 schools. The SDI Team 
understands that the Department will be providing Microsoft MultiPoint licenses to be installed.  
 
The proposed server meets the specifications below as outlined in the RFP. 
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Detailed specifications are included in Appendix C. 
 
Terminal Servers and Software Installation 

The SDI Team will install up to three  (3) terminal servers per school up to 750 schools. Working with the 
Department, the SDI Team will follow industry installation standards along with any other standards 
provided by the Department. This will ensure the continued operation of the installed equipment.  
 
SDI believes the most economical method of implementing these new terminal servers is to allocate 
enough CAT6 connections to support the computers that will be accessing MS MultiPoint thus avoiding 
the cost of temporary or redundant cabling. SDI will install these terminal servers after the new drops 
are active. 
 
Terminal Servers & Software Installation Assumptions  

• SDI’s pricing assumes only new installations of MS MultiPoint and does not anticipate interfacing 
with existing or other terminal servers.  

• SDI will not be providing or supporting the computers that will be accessing MS MultiPoint 
• Ongoing support of these terminal servers is not within the scope of this contract. SDI will 

replace a failed unit within 30 days of installation. 

• Based on the RFP, SDI does not expect to replace failed equipment during this contract unless 
other funding is available. 

• Access to all sites will be made available upon reasonable, advance notice. 

• In the event that these new terminal services are replacements of old terminal servers, the 
Department is responsible for the disposal of all removed equipment. SDI will rely on the 
Department for configuration information from the servers to be replaced. 

• The Department will provide the SDI Team with all access information for the equipment 
including IP addresses, security codes, passwords, keys or lock combinations, etc. 

• The SDI Team will not be responsible for support or execution of backup solutions or any other 
processes  
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4.10 Installation Requirements 

a.  The Department requires the vendor to share access to all installed devices, including “enable” 
and/or “root” level passwords to allow the vendor and the Department to jointly accomplish 
operational configuration. 

 
The SDI Team will share enable and/or root level access to all installed devices with an established 
security control process agreed upon between SDI and the Department. 
 
b.  The Department also requires access to all simple network management protocol (SNMP) 

community strings and to have the ability to receive traps and logs generated by all equipment. 
 
The SDI Team will share access to SNMP community strings to all installed devices with an established 
security control process agreed upon between SDI and the Department. 
 
c.  The Department requires all personnel working on the Department’s network to be highly 

qualified and to be trained on the Department’s network equipment (sometimes referred to as 
environment) prior to installing any equipment. The Department will be given the option to 
interview any proposed personnel prior to becoming engaged on the contract. The Department 
shall approve assigned personnel, including technical and management personnel. 

 
Staffing and Personnel 

The SDI Team, in an effort to ensure the highest standards, employs certified technicians in the 
designated practice areas. The configuration and installation of the equipment will be conducted by 
trained and experienced technical staff. The configuration templates will be reviewed by certified 
technicians as well as the manufacturers. The wireless site surveys will be conducted by certified 
wireless experts trained in the execution of, and diagnosis of site surveys.  
 
Resources will be assigned to this project based on their experience and expertise. These resources will 
include local SDI resources that will be hired, trained and managed by our project team. SDI is dedicated 
to working with local resources to complete the work for the services we are awarded. We understand 
the importance of not only having skilled technology experts readily available to support the 
Department but are also knowledgeable of the area, the people in the schools, and other vendors and 
contractors in Puerto Rico. At SDI’s expense, SDI will build a lab comprised of the equipment specified in 
this RFP to ensure our staff has hands-on training on this equipment. Installation Team Leads will have 
vendor-led training on the equipment specified. Cabling technicians will be Belden certified. 
 
One of the pillars of SDI’s business culture is to invest in the communities we work in whether through 
utilizing local resources, setting up internship programs for students to assist on projects or participating 
in local volunteer activities.  
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SDI understands that there may be more than one service provider on this project. Our Program 
Manager and staff will work seamlessly with other teams for this project. Our focus is the success of this 
project and our team is ready to do what it takes to make this happen. 
 
d.  The vendor shall provide the Department with updated diagrams/drawings as the vendor installs 

equipment and cabling changes to the LAN (e.g. equipment). The diagrams must be available in 
Microsoft Visio format and submitted to the Department in electronic format. Each device in the 
diagram will include, but is not limited to, the following data: 
• Make and Model 
• Hostname 
• IP information 
• IP Subnets/VLANs 
• Ports connected to IP phones 
• Uplink ports 
• Serial number 
• Location 
• Asset tag number 

 
The SDI Team will provide the Department with updated diagrams/drawings as the equipment and 
cabling changes to the LAN as they occur. Mentioned diagrams will be available in Microsoft Visio 
format and submitted to the the Department electronically upon request. The following image shows a 
sample diagram of a LAN: 
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e.  As part of the services, vendor shall provide the Department with a complete inventory of all 
wiring and equipment and devices installed. The inventory system shall also have data fields for 
installed dates and indicate whether or not the equipment was purchased with E-Rate funds. The 
asset management of the environment is to include: 
(a) Logical inventory (e.g. OS versions, patch levels, configuration settings; 
(b) Physical inventory (e.g. Location (Address, floor, room, rack etc.), device make/model, RAM, 
CPUs); and 
(c) Asset inventory (e.g. warranty agreements and terms, support codes/numbers). 

 
The SDI Team will deploy a web-based asset management system for our staff that will include E-Rate 
specific data fields. SDI will negotiate a per seat monthly fee based on the number of Department staff 
that will require access. The SDI Team will deliver installed asset information in our invoices as well as 
electronically in Microsoft Excel format.  
 
f.  All installed equipment must include the standardized operating system for that device and 

proper configuration. Vendor shall work with the Department in order to establish the proper 
testing procedures for any equipment installed and provide the proper configuration backups on 
all covered equipment. 

 
The SDI Team will collaborate with the Department’s IT staff to jointly develop device OS and 
configuration standards. SDI will deliver to the Department a copy of switch configuration files upon 
installation and a backup of MS Multipoint configuration settings as the equipment will allow. 
 
4.11 Internal Connections Assumptions 

1. SDI assumes there will be one primary Department Contact for the management of the 
installation of Internal Connections and one primary contact for contract matters. 

2. SDI will require the non-discounted payment prior to the start of installations. 

3. SDI assumes that cabling is to be installed indoors. 

4. SDI’s pricing is based on the quantities specified in the RFP and are in force for 180 days from 
the date of this document. A reduction in quantity will reduce the discount level and may 
increase final pricing. 

5. SDI’s pricing assumes timely access inside the schools where the cabling and equipment is to be 
installed during business hours for the entire fifteen (15) months of the contract including 
summer months.  

6. Prior to the beginning of installation, SDI assumes that the Department has specified the 
number of drops the Department desires for each school. SDI may recommend the number of 
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switches, concentrator boxes and UPS units to support these drops or take direction from the 
Department. 

7. The Department will keep SDI supplied with asset tags so as not to delay installation and close 
out. 

8. No hazardous material will be present in the schools requiring addition protection and/or 
permits (asbestos etc.) 

9. SDI values the safety of our staff. SDI will stop work if conditions are deemed unsafe including 
questionable structural integrity of buildings, pest infestation or storage of hazardous materials. 
Such conditions will be reported to the Department and the location will be taking off the 
schedule. 

10. SDI will not provide any maintenance services for installed equipment other than the 
replacement of defective equipment within the first 30 days of installation.  
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